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C~P~RI 
THE PROBLEM PRESENTED AND DISCUSSED 
In this chapter the problem will be stated, defined, 
and delimited. Also the basic assumptions and the basic hy-
pothesis will be stated. Finally the plan for testing the 
basic hypothesis will be outlined. 
Statement of the problem. The general purpose of this 
investigation is to determine whether the word association 
technique is a valid means of measuring occupational infor-
Ination. While the main problem is to discover the relation-
ship between ability to associate trade terms to the appropriat 
trades and occupational information about these trades, subsid-
iary related problems are as follows: 
1. To discover the relationship between intelligence 
and occupational information. 
2. To discover the relationship between intelligence 
and ability to relate words to the pertinent 
occupation. 
Definitions. The definitions of key words follows: 
1. Word Association Technique. By word association 
technique is meant the procedure of measuring vocabulary by 
having the subject associate the word to the field of knowl-
edge to which it pertains instead of asking him to supply or 
recognize a specific definition. 
Among the first to demonstrate the application of this 
technique was Wilking1 who reported that a vocabulary test re-
quiring the subject to place words "into categories or patterns 
of meaning" provided a valid test of reading vocabulary and 
permitted the testing of 11 • • • more words in a given space 
n2 than heretofore • . . . 
Applied to the problem of teacher selection by Sulli-
van,3 a variation of this technique yielded the following 
result: The correlation of the "Special Field Vocabulary 
Test with practice teaching rating decile positions for two 
't 
hundred forty-four seniors in the three colleges was .936-.005 
as compared with correlations obtained on intelligence test 
scores and practice teaching success where the correlation 
obtained was .437. 11 
2. Occupational Information. Occupational information 
as used in this study includes information about a field of 
work or occupational group which would be known by the be-
ginning workers (or apprentlce-type trainees) in a field of 
1stephen v. Wilking, "The Construction and Evaluation 
of a Measure of Reading Vocabulary." (unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1940) p. 9. 
2Ibid, P• 42. 
3Helen Blair Sullivan, "A New Means of Appraising the 
Q.ualifications of Prospective Teachers," (unpublished Doctor's 
dissertation, Harvard University, Cambridge, 1944). Abstract, 
Item 6 under "Findings and Areas of Further Research." p. XIII. 
I. . 
·. ,: 
work or occupational group. Specifically it is the informa-
tion about selected skilled trades which (1) is believed by 
the experts to be important in occupational choice, and (2) 
which is actually known by trade school students specializing 
in these selected trades. The method of selecting the infor-
mation to be sampled will be discussed in detail in Chapter 
III. 
Delimitations. Originally it was planned to approach 
the problem by constructing a long word association test 
similar to Sullivan's General Association Test. 4 The word 
association test would have represented the several occupa-
tional groups as they occur in Entry Occupational Classifi-
cation;5 and it would have been validated by comparison of 
the scores made on it with performance on Brewer and Lincoln's 
6 Vocational Information Test; however this plan was abandoned 
for reasons which follow in favor of a less ambitious and more 
precise investigation of the basic hypothesis delimited as 
follows. 
In place of building a test covering all occupational 
groups it was decided to limit the investigation to one group 
4Ibid., Appendix A. 
5war Manpower Commission, Entry Occupational Classifi-
cation, Dictionar~ Occupational Titles, Part IV. (Washington, 
D. c.: U. S. Government Printing Office~944. 
6John M. Brewer and Mildred E. Lincoln, Vocational 
Information Test (Chicago: c. H. Stoelting Co., 1931). 
for the following reasons: 
1. Given the same testing time, a more searching test 
would result if the questions were concentrated on 
one occupational group than if they were spread 
superficially over several groups. 
2. The degree of certainty that there was a relation-
ship between word association ability and knowledge 
of occupational information was not great enough to 
justify investigating the several areas. 
3. The writer felt that his resources would be more 
profitably utilized in investigating the single 
group than the several groups. 
Having determined to limit the investigation to one 
occupational group, the writer could no longer use the Brewer 
and Lincoln test7 because it sampled briefly occupational in-
formation in many occupations which were not arranged according 
to groups. 
After considering all the possibilities offered by the 
groupings listed in Entry Occupational Classification, 8 the 
writer decided to conduct the investigation on the 4-X group, 
Machine Trades and Crafts, as defined in the Entry Occupa-
tional Classification.9 This group is numerically large, 
7Loc. cit. 
--
8!!:!: Manpower Commission, .2E.• ill•, p. 4. 
9~, P• 63-4. 
,, 
~ ... .. 4 
represents people in the "so-called" middle class (and would 
not involve working with the extremes of the population in 
terms of opportunity, intelligence, etc.). 
To narrow the investigation further it was decided to 
test information about only five representative trades within 
the group, rather than to distribute the items thinly over a 
greater number of trades. The trades chosen to investigate 
were the following: auto mechanic, carpenter, electrician, 
machinist, and printer. These were chosen for the following 
reasons: 
1. They represent areas employing some of the largest 
groups of workers numerically. 
2. They represent a significant part of the nation's 
economy. 
3. They represent the five of the most frequently 
offered vocational subjects in the trade schools, 
and for that reason would facilitate validation 
on trade school students. 
4. They represent all of the four digit classifi-
cations in the "4X, Mechanical Work" group of Entry 
Occupational Classification except "Machine Operat-
ing," "Bench Crafts," and "Processing." 
The choice of Entry Occupational Classification as a 
source of occupational grouping was made for the following 
reasons: 
a. It groups occupations according to the Dictionary 
5 
of Occupational Titles, 10 which contains "one of' 
the most frequently used occupational classif'i-
. 11 
cation systems in existence," and these groupings 
can be used in conjunction with several currently 
popular interest inventories. 
b. It is designed for use with entry applicants; and 
students are entry applicants. 
c. Further investigation along the present lines, if 
desirable, could easily be carried on using the 
same grouping system without overlapping or loss of' 
continuity. 
',!I. 
,·' 
Having determined the subject matter limitations, the 
writer decided to conduct the investigation among eleventh grade 
high school boys--both in general and vocational high schools. 
The high school level was chosen because (1) the writer's in-
terests were at this level; (2) the need for occupat~onal in-
formation is critical at this level; and (3) there would be a 
greater availability of subjects for experimental testing and 
validation. 
The eleventh grade was chosen because (1) for this in-
vestigation (of a technique) a single grade would suffice; 
norms for several grades were not necessary to test the 
10u. s. Department of Labor, Dictionar! of Occupational 
Titles: Part I. Definitions of Titles (Wash ngton: U. S. 
Governmen~inting Office}, 1939. 
York: 
ational Information (New 
• 112. 
6 
hypothesis; and (2) twelfth grade vocational high school boys 
are frequently not available in classrooms because they may be 
out of school obtaining on-the-job training. This would leave 
the eleventh grade boys as the next best informed trainees. 
In order to keep the general high school boys approximately 
equal to the trade school boys, the writer planned to aim the 
instrument at eleventh grade boys there, too. However, as 
will be noted later, it was planned to conduct the item analy-
sis on more than one grade level. This was done in the belief 
that it would help to provide items of varying degrees of 
difficulty. 
It was planned to conduct this experiment entirely on 
boys because ninety-nine per cent of the workers in these 
trades are men. On the assumption that the decisive factor 
which differentiated between the criterion (trade school) and 
experimental (general high school) groups was information and 
specific experience rather than intelligence or age, it was 
not planned to equate the groups for intelligence or age. 
Basic Assumptions. The writer took as a basic assump-
tion that his definition of occupational information, limited 
as it was by the requirements of this investigation and the 
paucity of existing tests, would be (1) adequate in the ab-
sence of any proven list of items of occupational information 
indispensable to general education and/or wise occupational 
choice and would be (2) measured by the proposed test because 
~ .. 
~,.·: 
of the method of item construction and item analysis used. 
In view of the above assumption, that the occupational 
information test to be constructed would be valid because of 
(1) the definition of occupational information and (2) the 
method of procuring items (choosing only items which distin-
guished the initiate £rom the naive), the writer also assumed 
that it would be sound procedure to develop and administer 
the in£ormation (criterion) test simultaneously with the ex-
perimental (word association) test. 
This last procedure assumed that the criterion test 
would be reliable and that it would significantly discriminate 
between the vocational and general high school student. 
It was also assumed that the relationship among the 
jobs in the machine trade and crart group was close enough so 
that items validated on a specific trade would be famili.ar to 
the other trade specialists in the same group. 
Basic Hypothesis. The basic hypothesis, implied in the 
general statement or the problem, is that there is a relation-
ship between ability to relate words to the pertinent occu-
pations and occupational information about these same jobs; 
and that this relationship is more signi£icant than the re-
lationship between either of these qualities and intelligence. 
The Elan for testing the basic hypothesis. The plan 
for testing the hypothesis is as follows: 
It was planned to construct two tests, both based on 
8 
the same five trades, and de·scribed below: 
1. A test of occupational information (the criterionl2 . 
test) would be constructed. This test would in-
vestigate the five trades by asking for detailed 
occupational information by means of multiple 
choice questions. Concerning validity, it would 
have face validity because the ques·tions would be 
constructed from vocational monographs and inter-
viewing aids; and it would have statistical valid-
ity because it would be item-analyzed by comparing 
the responses of general high school students with 
trade school students and retaining only those 
items which discriminated in favor of the trade 
school group. 
2. A test of ability to associate trade terms to the 
appropriate trade would be constructed. This would 
be the experimental test. This test would investi-
gate the same five trades covered in the infor.ma-
tion test by asking the testae to relate trade 
terms to the appropriate trade. The test would be 
a valid test of ability to associate trade terms 
12The writer acknowledges that this word is used in 
accordance with its nominal meaning only. He is not attempt-
ing to mislead the reader into accepting the occupational 
information test as a criterion of proven validity and re-
liability but only as a criterion-in-process which must stand 
trial along with the experimental test. 
9 
with the proper trade for the following reasons: 
a. It would have face validity because the 
items would be obtained from experts,l3 and 
b. It would have statistical validity because 
it would be item analyzed by comparing the re-
sponses of the general high school students to the 
responses of trade school students and retaining 
only those items which discriminated in favor of 
the trade school group. 
When the tests had been constructed and refined (de-
tails of this process will be described in Chapter III), it 
was planned to administer both tests to at least two groups: 
to trade school juniors and to general high school juniors. 
It was further planned to administer intelligence tests to the 
same groups. 
The data would be used as follows: 
1. The reliability of the occupational information 
test and the association test would be determined. 
2. The difference of the means of the scores of both 
groups on both tests would be tested for signifi-
cance. If there were a significant difference, it 
c·ould be concluded that the tests measured some 
quality that existed in different degrees in the 
13Experts would be vocational teachers of the trade 
concerned who had had at least eight years of trade experience 
at the journeyman level. 
1. 
two groups. Because or the method or constructing 
and selecting items, and because or the significant 
differences or scores this 'quality that existed in 
different degrees' would be considered to be a 
knowledge or occupational information in the case 
or the information test, and ability to associate 
trade terms to the appropriate trade in the case 
or the association test. 
3. The scores on the two tests would be correlated 
with each other and with the intelligence test 
scores. These correlations would be tested by the 
following: 
a. The size or their probable errors. 
b. The null hypothesis. 
c. Their coefficient of forecasting efficiency. 
From this could be determined (a) whether the two 
tests correlated with each other sufficiently to 
validate the word association test as an indicator 
or occupational information; and (b) whether the 
scores on the association test or the information 
test were so significantly related to scores on a 
standard mental ability test as to show that either 
or both or the former were tests of mental ability. 
If the correlations of the association test versus 
the information test were significant and the corre-
lations of both of these tests versus intelligence 
1 ; 
test scores were not significant, then it could be 
concluded that the experimental (association) test 
measured the same thing as the criterion (infor-
mation) test. In this event the experimental test 
could be used to sample occupational information 
instead of the longer information (criterion) test, 
with a consequent saving in time for the teacher 
and students, a saving in paper, and an increased 
efficiency in teaching, research, and vocational 
counseling. Any other combination of correlations 
would argue for a repudiation of the basic hypoth-
esis or would at least cast doubt upon it. 
Summary. In this chapte~ the problem has been stated, 
defined, and delimited. The writer has also stated his as-
sumption, and the basic hypothesis, together with his plans 
for testing the hypothesis. 
The problem (to investigate the word association 
technique as a means of measuring occupational information) 
was to be investigated in the trade group of occupations. The 
solution rested on the assumption that the definition of occu-
pational information was acceptable and that it was measurable 
by the system of test construction planned. 
The basic hypothesis was that there was a significant 
relationship between ability to associate trade terms to the 
proper trade and occupational · information in the same area. 
The plan for testing the basic hypothesis involved the con-
struction of a test of occupational i~ormation (the criterion 
test) and a test of ability to associate trade termB to the 
proper trade (the experimental test), both covering the same 
five trades. The plan required the administration of both 
tests to a trade school group and a general high school group 
together with a test of mental ability. The data obtained 
therefrom would be used to measure reliability, to provide 
statistical validity for both tests, and to reveal the sig-
nificance .of the relationship of the information (criterion) 
test and association (experimental) test with each other and 
with mental ability. 
\ . 
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CHAPTER II 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND 
Incidence of the problem. When the writer took the 
General Association Test by Sullivan1 as a part of the process 
of qualifying for graduate study at Boston University School 
of Education, he was struck by the challenging nature of the 
test and the breadth and depth with which it searched into 
many areas of experience. Later in his graduate work, while 
studying occupational information, he was again reminded of 
the General Association Test by the following statement by 
Shartle: 2 
While considerable research has been done 
in the field of testing, only a fraction of the 
occupations have been covered with anything 
more than an intelligence test. It is hoped 
by many investigators that groups of workers 
in all occupations can be eventually studied 
using a variety of tests which measure the 
characteristics important to most jobs. 
Aware of the general need for occupational testing, and 
remembering again the General Association Test, the writer 
3 
read Sullivan's dissertation and found that under implications 
1sullivan, op. cit., Appendix. 
- . -
2carol L. Shartle,· Occupational Information (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946), P• 178. 
~elan Blair Sullivan, "A New Means of Appraising the 
Qualifications of Prospective Teachers" (unpublished Doctor's 
Dissertation, Harvard University, Cambridge, 1944). 
. ! 
:I 
II 
j! 
I 
-t': 
for further research the Special Field Vocabulary (or Geperal 
Association Test) was suggested as a potential guidance instru-
ment. Encouraged, the present writer examined the Special 
Field Vocabulary Test with a view to its use as an instrument 
to assess information about occupations on the pre-employment 
level. 
It was found that some of the areas corresponded with 
the areas used on outstanding interest tests and also with the 
same occupational groups in the Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles. However an examination showed that the kinds of words 
to be associated with certain occupations such as the carpenter 
mechanic, and printer varied from one occupation to the other. 
For instance, most of the words representing the mechanic and 
the carpenter were materials worked with; while the words rep-
resenting the printer and the farmer were approximately evenly 
divided between tasks, tools and materials. While this word 
distribution would in no way interfere with the Special Field 
Vocabulary Test in its fulfillment of its avowed purpose, it 
was regarded as an obstacle to a systematic inventory of oc-
cupational information on a parallel basis. 
Therefore plans were made to construct an instrument 
similar as to form but contrived if possible to sample basic 
words which would measure each trade in the same respects. 
Need for study. The need for an instrument to measure 
occupational information is indicated by such statements as 
the following by M. L. Billings. 4 
Carefully prepared and standardized tests 
of educational and vocational information are 
greatly needed. We should be progressing toward 
objective information tests that cover a wide 
range of subject matter and have high co-
efficients of reliability. 
One example of the use of such a test would be in teach-
ing occupational information. Billings5 states 
Many pupils before entering a class in 
occupations have already acquired considerable 
information. A pre-survey test will reveal 
the informational status of the various members 
of the class and help the teacher in planning 
a course of study. The results of such a test, 
when analyzed, will show weak spots in the 
pupil's information, and topics needing stress. 
In addition to its value as a teaching device, for in-
ventory, and for motivation, "Tests carefully constructed and 
checked as to reliability and validity can be used for experi-
mental purposes."6 However, as in the other provinces of 
guidance, test construction has lagged. Referring to this 
situation, Myers7 says that 
••• it is d:lsirable to determine the relative 
methods of teaching the subject (vocational 
4M. L. Billings, Group Methods of StudyinT Occupations 
(Scranton: International Textbook Company, 1941 , p. 209. 
5 Ibid., p. 211. 
6~., P• 210. 
7George E. Myers, Principles and Techniques of Vocation-
al Guidance (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1941), 
P• 120. 
:16 
I 
guidance). It is desirable that testing 
along these lines be continued. But until 
tests are devised which measure the influ-
ence of factual data acquired by the members 
of the class on their vocational choices, · 
much still remains to be done in measuring 
the effectiveness of occupational infor-
mation courses. 
A significant statement of the proper direction to be 
followed in vocational testing was made by Kitson8 in 1938 
when he said, "In view of all the limitations attending in-
vestigations in this exceedingly complex field [measuring the 
ultimate values in vocational guidance] perl1aps investigators 
should be advised to cease seeking an ultimate evaluation of 
vocational guidance and set the more modest aim of experiment-
ing with various techniques for the performance of simple 
functions which can be controlled." 
It is the belief of the writer that an economical means 
of assessing occupational information, such as the word as-
sociation technique described herein, would facilitate the 
construction of such tests; and it is his hope that further 
experimentation with this technique will confirm the findings 
of this research and produce tests that specifically but 
economically permit the measurement of occupational informa-
tion in such a way as to provide not only a total · score but 
separate sub scores for each occupational group. 
8Harry D. Kitson and Margaret Crane, "Measuring Results 
of Vocational Guidance, a Summary of Attempts," Occupations, 
16:837-842, June, 1938. 
1.7 
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One of the principal obstacles to the construction of 
a test of occupational information is the forbidding mass of 
subject matter. There are, according to Shartle, 9 over 30,000 
different occupations. Even though these were sampled accord-
ing to occupational groups, it still would be necessary to use 
the briefest possible kind of test item in order to obtain a 
test of practicable length. It was thought that this need for 
a brief item might be satisfied by the word association 
tecl:mique. 
Better measuring devices of this type would not only 
improve research on such topics as occupational information in 
group guidance, but would also be of value in individual coun-
seling. For one thing a good test of occupational information 
might reveal areas of ignorance about certain fields of work. 
These blind spots might influence a counselee's reaction to 
his interest test scores. Further information might influence 
unrealistic occupational choices and might correct those 
fallacies of thinking among which Williamson10 lists the 
"attractiveness of the remote •• • , white collar attraction 
•• • , the fallacy of the occupational label." That there is 
still a substantial amount of unreality in occupation of 
9shartle, 2£• cit., P• 10. 
10E. G. Williamson, Students and Occupations (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., l937),-p7 15. 
i ·. :18 
choice is attested by the study of Stubbins11 who concludes, 
11 0f the 224 veterans studied 61.2 per cent made appropriate 
choices, 25.9 per cent were unrealistic." This unrealistic 
occupational choice is due, according to Lindgren,l2 "pri-
marily to lack of familiarity with tasks, skills, and require-
If ments • • • 
The need for counseling based on measured occupational 
information is further emphasized by Edmiston and Starr13 who 
report that 111,018 boys and girls in grades 7 through 12 
marked as being of outstanding importance: Provision for 
Retirement, Chance for Advancement, Service to Mankind, Effect 
on Health, Chance to Continue in the Same Position, Freedom 
from Political Limitations, and possibility of spending time 
at home due to Location of Work." Concluding, these authors14 
say, "From the 7th to the 12th grade pupils showed little 
development in the ability to recognize important factors in 
occupational choice. The inconsistencies in the consideration 
of factors which would necessarily accompany each other in 
\ '. 
occupations suggest definite materials which should be included 
11Joseph Stubbins, "Lack of Realism in Vocational 
Choice," Occupations, 26:418, Apr11, 1948. 
12Henry Clay Lindgren, 11 General Semantics: a Tool for 
the Cormselor," Occupations, 27:230, January1 1949. 
13R. w. Edmiston and c. H. Starr, "Youth's Attitudes 
Toward Occupations," Occupations 26:216, January, l948. 
14Ibid., p. 220. 
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in the curriculum. • • • The failure to relate Ability and 
Preparation to occupation is another weakness." This situation 
may be improving but the change has not been great since Pat-
terson15 wrote: 
The occupational choices of many stu-
dents are likely to be inappropriate. The 
work of Fryer, Bingham and others indicates 
that little reliance can be placed upon 
occupational choices alone. • • • Limited 
knowledge of the various occupations and 
lack of an adequate understanding of the 
various relationships considered important 
by the vocational psychologist all too 
frequently characterize vocational hopes. 
Occupational labels are 'red herrings' 
which lure individuals away from the real 
issues involved in appropriate educational-
vocational choices. 
In addition to the value of a test of occupational infor-
mation for research and individual counseling as has already 
been pointed out, such a test could also be used as an inventory 
preliminary to teaching occupational information to groups 
either as a prerequisite to making a vocational choice or as a 
part of general culture. 
Where vocational decisions are involved, a test of occu-
pational information would be a helpful means of inducing a 
realistic occupation choice. Referring to this need for 
making a realistic choice, Stubbins16 suggests that one way 
15Patterson, Donald G. (et al), The Minnesota Occu-
pational Rating Scales and Counseling Profile (Chicago=--
Science Research Associates, 1941), p. 128. 
16stubbins, 2£• cit., p. 417. 
20 
Itt to correct such a thing as the white collar complex is to give 
people "accurate f'ac ts about our economic life .. '' The teaching 
of this type of information should, as is true of education in 
general, be based on need; and the specific need might well be 
established by a test of occupational information which would 
indicate areas of ignorance which should be stressed and areas 
of knowledge which were already adequate. A test of occupa-
-tional information might also be of value as a pre-teaching 
inventory where occupation inf'ormation was taught as part of 
the general culture of' every citizen. The contribution of' 
such knowledge about the world of work to cooperation, toler-
ance, and understanding was well stated by Brewer.17 
If we understand the Importance of an 
occupation, we can better cooperate to have 
that calling recognized and given its proper 
due. If we know the work done, we are in a 
better position to understand the worker and 
sympathize with him and his problems. If we 
are familiar with the common advantages and 
disadvantafes, we shall be better able to 
cooperaten removing or lessening the dis-
advantages. • •• Information on other 
qualifications than preparation helps us to 
appreciate the genuine marihood and womanhood 
which enter into working life •••• 
Summarizing the reasons given for the need for this 
type of test, one notes the following: 
1. The test would facilitate research aimed at evaluat-
ing teaching occupational information. 
2. It would increase the effectiveness of' vocational 
17John M. Brewer and Edward Landy, Occupations Today 
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1941), p. 29. 
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counseling Which sought to induce realistic 
appropriate choices. 
3. It could implement better teaching of occu-
pational information by serving as an inven-
tory test prior to teaching occupations--
either as a preliminary to vocational choice 
or as a general cUltural subject to promote 
better understanding of the world of work. 
Review of research. One of the first tests in the field 
was the Technical Information Test 18 in 1922, in which Thur-
stone offered a test of one hundred multiple choice questions 
on technical information about selected occupations introduced 
by the directions: "The object of this test is to determine 
how much technical information you have absorbed not only in 
school, but also in your activities outside of school."19 
In 1929, Lehman and Witty20 report the use of a combi-
nation test and check list of occupational information con-
sisting of a list of 200 occupations on which the student was 
to circle those he "was willing to follow as a life work.n 
Then he was asked to name the three occupations he preferred 
18 L. L. Thurstone, Technical Information Test' (New 
York: World Book Company, r9~2) • -
19Thurstone, ££• cit. 
20H. s. Lehman and P. A. Witty, "Pre-test for Courses 
in Vocational Guidance and Some Alleged Values of Its Use,n 
Occupations, 7:145-152, January, 1929. 
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as a life work, the three best money makers, and the three 1: 
occupations which were the easiest and demanded the least work. 
The next, and probably the major contribution to the 
field of occupational information testing was the Vocational 
Information Test - constructed by Brewer and Lincoln21 and used 
----------------22 by Lincoln in her study of the effect of a course in occu-
pations on the congruency of occupational Choice. 
The Vocational Information Test consisted of five 
--
parts, designed to sample in a broad way the student's famil-
iarity with the world of work. The following outline of the 
nature of each part will give the reader an idea of the scope 
of the test: 23 
"Part I. General Information, 11 covers such topics as 
reasons why people work, important factors in choosing a life 
work. 
"Part II. Groups of Workers Listed by the Census," 
examines the pupil's knowledge of the census classification 
of occupations by definition and job title. 
"Part III. The Work in Various Occupations," asks 
specific, multiple choice questions about the duties performed 
21Brewer and Lincoln, ££• cit. 
22M. E. Lincoln, "Educational and Vocational Informa-
tion as Part of a Guidance Program with Criteria for Measuring 
Results" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Harvard Univer-
sity, Cambridge, 1934). 
· 
23Brewer, 2£• cit. 
23 
/I 
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by workers in various occupations. Example: "A worker who 
installs bathtubs is called: {1) Sheet-metal worker, {2) Ma-
chinist, {3) Plumber, (4) Draftsman." This part includes 
twenty questions of the latter type and five questions of the 
following type: "A 'trade' is an occupation that requires: 
(1) A business school education, (2) Special skill and train-
ing, (3) A college education, (4) Unskilled labor." 
"Part IV. Educational Facts about Work and Worker," 
asks which of a series of twenty pairs of items requires the 
greater amount of training or education. 
"Part v. Qualities Needed in Various Occupations and 
Success Factors," asks the student to select the qualities 
which are necessary in different occupations, and which are 
the most important factors for success. 
Although the above test is broad and comprehensive, and 
taps the general outcomes of teaching occupational informa-
tion, it is not designed to yield a specific measure of famil-
iarity with the work of occupational groups. Its value lies 
mainly in measuring total general information. 
In 1935 the Vocational Aptitude Examination 24 was 
published. This test included a section on information about 
a few occupations. Although originally aimed to help select 
men for executive positions, it made, according to Harold D. 
24Glen u. Cleeton and c. W. Mason, Vocational Aptitude 
Examination (New York: Psychological Corporation, 1935). 
' - · 24 
Carter25 "as a good basis for the elimination of those dei'i-
nitely without executive ability." According to the manual 
scores on the information section seemed to be related to 
Sales Aptitude more than to General Executive Aptitude, or 
Engineering, Research, or Technical Aptitude. 
Kei'auver and Hand26 published a vocational guidance 
test as one of a group of six tests covering the fields of 
education, health, recreation, social-civic, student judgment, 
· and vocations. The vocational guidance test was in three 
parts. Part I consisted of thirty-five true and false ques-
tions on occupational trends, employment statistics, and judg-
ment in occupational choice, but provided only a general score 
of miscellaneous information. Part II was made up of twenty-
four multiple choice questions concerning the duties of spe-
cific occupations, while Part III tested the student's knowl-
edge of which school functionaries would be the best sources· 
of information about specific questions. 
The Michigan Vocabulary Profile, 27 consists of two 
25Harold D. Carter, Vpqational Aptitude Examination 
#1679 in Oscar K. Buros, The Nineteen Forty Mental Measure-
ments Yearbook (Highland Park, N. J.: The Gryphon Press, 
1941), P• 456. 
26G. H. Kefauver and H. c. Hand, Guidance Tests and 
Inventories, Vocational Guidance ~ (New York: World 
Book Company, 1937). 
27Edward B. Greene, Michi~an Vocabulary Profile Test 
(New York: World Book Company, 1 39). · ----
hundred forty multiple choice items distributed evenly over 
eight fields: human relations, commerce, government, physical 
sciences, biological science, mathematics, fine arts, and 
sports. The test can be scored to provide profiles showing 
percentile position _for each of the eight fields. Referring 
to these profiles in 1940, Greene28 said that they were 
"valuable for appraising the technical information which a 
person has." This same thing is suggested in the .manual·. But 
this is questioned by Landry, 29 with the statement: "The 
authors present little or no evidence to show that it (the 
test) has been used or is valid for serving any of these pur-
poses," (claimed in the manual). However, the scores o~ 
various occupational groups on various sections of the tests 
:11 . . 
seem significantly dif~erent. Also the correlation of success 
in grades in the school of nursing and the biological division 
is .54. Landrf0 further states "A high score on a particular 
division for a given grade level may be the result of several ! 
factors such as (a) special interest, (b) formal courses, 
(c) the wide collateral reading common to bright pupils, and 
(d) certain environmental factors which result in bringing an 
2~dward B. Greene, Measurements of Human Behavior, 
(New York: The Odyssey Press, 1941), p.:209. 
29Herbert A. Landry, The Michigan Vocabulary Profile~ 
#1320 in Oscar K. Buros,- The lrneteen Fortylrental Measure-
ments Yearbook (Highland Park, N. J.: The Gryphon Press, 
1941), P• 141. 
30Loc. cit. 
--
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individual into more extensive contact with a given area than 
is usually the case." 
Nine years later, writing in the Third Mental Measure-
ments Yearbook, King31 supports this view when he says: 
What is being measured by the Michigan 
Vocabulary Profile is probably general V 
plus a series of specific V1 s ••• Since 
studies indicate a relationship between 
technical vocabulary and preference, the 
test may be considered to measure interest 
in the area. The student's score is prob-
ably also influenced by his scholastic 
background. In general the profile may be 
said to measure the student's ability to 
deal with words, and to some extent his in-
terest, in broad technical areas. 
Significant for this study is the above recognition of the use 
of the Michigan Vocabulary Profile to measure the student's 
ability to deal with words in the technical areas. 
In 1942, Caldwell (et al) 32 published the Purdue Test 
for Electricians which is a test of basic electrical theory; 
and Owen33 published the Purdue Test for Machinists and Ma-
chine Operators, which provided a score reflecting the tea-
tee • s general a.chievement in machine shop practice. 
31Joseph E. King, Michigan Vocabulary Profile, #166, 
in Oscar E. Bures, The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook 
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1949), p. 254. 
32c. W. Caldwell (et al), Purdue Test for Electricians 
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1942)-.--
33 H. F. Owen, Purdue Test for Machinists and Machine 
Operators (Chicago: Science-Research Associates;-1942). 
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The Sales Questionnaire34 asked twenty-rive multiple 
choice questions on judgment in selling, definitions of tech-
nical words used in advertising and business practice, re-
lationship between salesman and home office, and the location 
of manufacturing plants. The items had face validity, accord-
ing to Bernreuter, 35 since they were concerned with facts the 
experienced salesman might reasonably be expected to know. 
In 1943, Super and Haddad36 made a study which 
••• attempts to determine the effect of 
familiarity with an occupational field upon 
scores on a test of interest involving im-
mediate recognition or pictures of occupational 
activities. This test (the Super-Older Vo-
cational Interest Test), a test of basic 
occupational vocabulary (Part or the Michigan 
Vocabulary and O'Rourk's Mechanical Aptitude 
Test), Strong's Vocational Interest Inventory, 
and the Otis I. Q. test were administered to 
one hundred thirty-five high school boys. 
The conclusions were (1) Granted moderate 
familiarity with the occupational fields in 
question (that typical of high school juniors 
and seniors) the degree of familiarity with 
an occupational field has no effect on the 
memory or simple picture material dealing with 
that field. (2) As intelligence also plays a 
3~dward J. Benge, Sales Questionnaire (Philadelphia: 
The Management Service Company, 1936-9). 
35Robert G. Bernreuter, Sales ~uestionnaire (#703, in 
Buros, 1949, £E• cit.) p. 747. 
36nonald E. Super and William c. Haddad, "The Effect 
of Familiarity with an Occupational Field on a Recognition 
Test or Vocational Interest," Journal of Educational Psy-
chology, 34:103-109, February, 1943. 
negligible part in the retention of material 
such as above, it is concluded that memory 
scores are a reflection of the focusing of 
the attention of the individual on objects 
and activities which challenge his interest. 
In the conclusion of the study the authors state that 
the vocabulary which is basic to a given occupational field is 
a better index of "vocational interest at the pre-occupational 
level than" is the daily occupational vocabulary of any job, 
for'~he daily job vocabulary is more restricted both as to 
range and as to the availability to the as-yet unemployed~37 
In 1946 V. S. Stevens38 reported the construction of a 
test of occupational information for selecting potential vo-
1 cational counselors for the RCAF. The test was organized 
according to the four phases of the NVGA definition of vo-
cational guidance: choice, preparation, employment, and 
adjustment. He states that his first experimental test was 
"patterned after Lincoln and Brewer's tests of educational and 
occupational information ••• " . 39 The weaknesses were that 
"relationship of questions to the general purpose of the test 
was not always plain. Some questions were so technical as to 
require .training not yet given. Questions of choice, training, 
I 
and employment success were intermingled. Some questions were 1 
37super, £2• cit. 
. 
38v. s. Stevens, "Selecting Vocational Counselors, 
Occupations, 24:157-160, December, 1946. 
39stevens, loc. cit., P• 158. 
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not too readily understood. 40 
The content of the revised Stevens test is as fol-
lows: 41 
Choice. What choices of career character-
ize certain age groups? Which choices should 
be made on the basis of. intelligence, manual 
dexterity, physical handicap? 
Preparation. What school studies relate most 
closely to named occupations? Where are given 
colleges and faculties locate-d? Identify the 
vocational proficiency of certain outstanding 
persons. 
Employment. In what industries are named occu-
pations found? In what locations is employment 
opportunity in given occupations found? Identify 
named occupations by definition, tools used, etc. 
Adjustment. Questions relating to absenteeism 
and job satisfaction. What is the result of 
practice in job performance? What are the 
characteristics of good counselors? 
The uses of the Stevens test were as a screening in-
strument and as a teaching device. The tests were scored by 
sections. The candidates were supplied with reading lists 
and were advised "to concentrate on the phase of his work 
wherein he registered low. 11 
"The striking weakness among counselors," notes Stevens,/1 
"is the lack of knowledge in the field of employment~142 
A significant comment in the concluding remarks of 
Stevens• article was, "Tests results seem to correlate with 
40stevens, loc. cit., P• 159. 
-41Loc. cit., P• 159. 
42Loc. cit., P• 160. 
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intelligence and with maturity." 43 (This comment about intel-
ligence is significant for the present study.) 
In a letter to the present writer Stevens44 states .that 
his test "is not applicable to a United States criterion 
group." Continuing, he says, "I had rather numerous inquiries 
about it from American counsellors when the article appeared, 
but I was obliged to point out to them, too, the local appli-
cability of the test. I had hoped--and I so expressed myself--
that someone would develop a similar tool with American content. 
I still think such an instrument is needed, maybe yours is itl" 
The Stevens test, though excellently conceived and of 
great apparent value for use in a training program for voca-
tional counselors, was not adapted for use as an inventory 
test to be used in high school. Some thought was given to 
using the same organization for the information tests in this 
study but the plan was discarded for the reason that some of 
his categories deal with unknowns and intangibles. For one 
thing, the specific factors governing choice of vocation are 
not known. 
In the late spring of 1949 the Science Research As-
sociates published the SRA Mechanical Aptitudes Test45 in-
eluding as one of the three sub tests a section on mech~~ical 
43stevens, loc. cit., P• 160. 
44Letter from V. S. Stevens to present writer. 
i 45Richardson, Bellows, Henry and Company Staff, SRA Me- I 
chanical Aptitudes (Chicago: Science Research Associates; 1948 )I 
O· 
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knowledge of tools and implements used by carpenters, plumbers, 
gardners, machinists, auto mechanics, and housewives. 
Of significant importance in the general field of oc-
cupational information testing are the Oral Trade Questions. 46 
Although not available for non-governmental use because of 
their confidential classification, these tests constitute an 
important body of occupational information testing. Other 
oral trade tests were examined but were not pertinent to this 
research because of their local application or obsolete nature. 
SQmmary. In this chapter the need for research in the 
area of this present study was indicated to be great. Better 
techniques of testing occupational information would help 
toward the construction of tests of occupational information 
which would be of value in research into the outcomes of 
teaching occupational information, as an inventory test to pre-
cede teaching, and in individual counseling. Such tests would 
also be valuable for inventory testing for classes in group 
guidance or in classes in which occupational information was 
taught as a part of general culture. 
The incidence of the problem was indicated. 
A review of research shows that testing in the field 
of occupational information is far in arrears. The most 
46Federal Security Agency, Social Security Board, 
Bureau of Employment Security, Oral Trade Questions, (Wash-
ington: United States Government Printing Office, 1940), 
P• ii. 
significant contributions are those of Brewer and Linco1n, 47 
Kefauver and Hand, 48 Greene, 49 and Stevens. 50 
47 Brewer and Lincoln, loc. ~· 
48Kefauver and Hand, loc. cit. 
49Greene, loc. cit. 
50stevens, loc. cit. 
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CHAPTER III 
TEST CONSTRUCTION AND REFINEMENT 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the process 
of construction and refinement of the Trade Information Test 
and the Trade Vocabulary Test. The description of the Trade 
Information Test will precede the description of the Trade 
Vocabulary Test. 
However, in order to avoid repetition, an explanation 
of the method of item analysis used will precede the dis-
cussion of the two tests. 
Method of item analysis used. The testa were item-
analyzed by computing the critical ratio of the difference 
between percentages of upper group and percentages of lower 
group passing the items. Those items were retained which: 
1. Had a critical ratio of 2.5 or above. 
2. Clustered closest to the fifty per cent level of 
difficulty. 
In the present study the trade school population was 
used as the upper group; and the general high school popula-
tion was used as the lower group. 
Concerning the use of this trade school group as cri-
terion a few comments seem in order. This group scored sig-
nificantly higher on both tests than did the general high 
school This difference alone could have been used to 
I 
. I ., •• ' 
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provide an upper group for item analysis. However, an add-
itional reason for the use of this group as a criterion is 
provided by the definition of occupational information stated 
in Chapter I, and repeated here for convenience: 'infor.ma-
tion about a field of work or occupational group which would 
be known by the beginning workers (or apprentice-type train-
ees) in that field of work or occupational group ••• the 
information about skilled trades which (1) is believed by the 
experts to be important in occupational choice, and (2) which 
is actually known by trade school students specializing in 
these selected trades.' 
The criterion or Trade Information Test. The decision 
having been made to construct a test of occupational infor-
mation in the machine trades and crafts group as represented 
by the auto mechanic, electrician, carpenter, machinist, and 
dents' of the trades under discussion. If the experts, in 
this case the recognized writers in the field, state that a 
principal disadvantage of the work of the electrician is the 
dirt and cold; and this fact is known by the trade school 
student of electricity, this fact can empirically be regarded 
as occupational information. It may not represent what the 
student ou t to know nor even the most im ortant information 1 
r 
.. 
but it represents what he does know. 
Proceeding from the above definition, plans were made 
to obtain this type of occupational information for the select-
ed trades. This was to be done in three steps: 
1. Compile an outline from recognized sources of topics 
which might be important. 
2. Write test items for each of these topics for each 
of the trades. 
3. Determine the valid items by item analysis. 
The outline resulting from step #1 above is as follows: 
Tentative Outline of Occupational Information For 
Use in Constructing a Test of Occupational Information 
1. Job Description 
a. What is the definition of this job? 
b. What tools does the worker use? 
c. What tasks or operations does he perform? 
d. What are the divisions or departments of work? 
e. What physical demands would be made upon the 
worker? 
f. What qualifications are required of the worker? 
g. What are the interests of people in this kind 
of work? 
2. Preparation 
a. What subjects and courses of training are 
reconnnended and which are only desirable?·· 
b. What is the nature of the apprentice or on-the-
job training, if any? 
c. How long will the training take? 
3. Employment 
a. In what industries will employment be ~ound? 
b. In what kind o~ an installation would the work 
be per~orm.ed? 
c. What is the salary? 
d. How many workers are employed in this occupa-
tion? 
e. What are the ~uture demand trends? 
f. What are the related job and promotion possibil-
ities to which this job might lead? 
g. What is the nature and scope of union organi-
zation? 
4. Adjustment 
a. What are the working conditions? 
b. What are the advantages--especially with regard 
to job security? 
c. What are the disadvantages particularly with 
regard to such things as health, physical haz-
ards, and seasonal employment? 
5. Innovations. (What innovations are there that might 
in~l~ence the future o~ this occupation in such a 
way as to ef~ect the worker~ 
-
The topics on this outline came mainly from two sources: 
"Content of a Good Occupational .Monograph--T'.ae Basic Outline,"l 
and the Occupational Studies Leaflet. 2 This type of outline 
was used as a basis because it represents the prevalent pro-
cedure for presenting occupational information. The topics 
from these sources were supplemented and modified by studies 
made by the following: Parsons, 3 Kitson, 4 Brooke, 5 Bingham,6 
Stevens, 7 Andrews, 8 Morris. 9 
1occupational Research Section, National Vocational 
Guidance Association, Inc., "Content of a Good Occupational 
Monograph--The Basic Outline," Occupations, 19:20-23, October, 
1940. 
2office of Information and Guidance Service, Manual for 
Occupational Studies Leaflet, Misc. 2922 (Washington: U. s:--
Office of Education, 1941). 
3Frank W. Parsons, Choosing ~Vocation (Boston: Hough-
ton Mifflin Company, 1909). 
4Harry D. Kitson, Selecting a Career (Chicago: Careers, 
the Institute for Research, 1931). 
5Esther E. Brooke, The Right Job for You (New York: 
Noble and Noble, Publishers, Inc., 1941). 
6walter Van Dyke Bingham, Aptitudes and Aptitude Test-
ing (New York: Harper and Brother Publishers, 1937). 
7stevens, ££• cit. 
8E. W. Andrews, :E!J1ployment in the Printing Trades 
~hicago: Science Research Associates, 1939). 
9Mark Morris, Career Opportunities (Washington, D. c.: 
Progress Press, 1946). 
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'I The ~actors which governed the choice of topics for the fore-
going tentative outline are as follows: 
1. Topics were included if they were frequently 
mentioned in the literature, even though 
there seemed small liklihood that the infor-
mation would be known to the trainee. 
2. Topics were included even though they were 
infrequently mentioned, if it seemed as though 
they would be important to and known by the 
prospective worker or trainee. 
3. Irrelevant items, whether of type 1 or 2 
(above) would be screened out by the editors 
before administering the test; and then would 
be further screened by the item analysis 
procedure. 
With the areas for 
I 
I 
investigation determined and arranged11 
in outline for.m, work was begun on step~2 above, constructing 
items. The principal source of information was vocational 
monographs, which are listed according to trade in the special ! 
bibliography. 
Two or three questions were written for each topic of 
the outline for each of the five trades to be investigated. 
The result was five separate but parallel tests, i.e., one tes 
for each selected trade. Each test contained about sixty 
items. 
The items on each of these tests were edited and revised! 
according to Ganley•s10 twenty criteria or valid multiple 
choice items. The items which survived this screening were 
then compiled into five tentative tests, one for each trade. 
These were submitted to experts for editing. Each test was 
edited by two experts. 
One man, a specialist in testing with a background in 
industrial arts, edited all or the tests for ambiguities, 
specific determiners, and factual errors. In addition he 
keyed all five tests. The other experts were vocational high 
school teachers of the trades concerned. This last group of 
experts were men with at least eight years of trade experience 
and with proven reputations (according to their supervisors 
who recommended them) as competent authorities. These men 
also keyed and edited the tests in their fields. 
Corrections were made; and questions were eliminated if 
there was disagreement among the experts as to the fact, the 
correct answer, or the form of the question. These results 
were compiled into experimental tests ready for administra-
tion, item analysis, and refinement. 
These tests are shown as Exhibit A in the Appendix. 
In carrying out step #3, item analysis, the tests were 
administered to two groups of students: 
Group one {the trade school group) consisted of 442 
lOArnold L. Ganley, "The External Characteristics or 
Valid ' Multiple Choice Items Used in Achievement Tests" (un-
published Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, Boston, 
l 48). 
40 
students from eight different trade schools in the eastern 
half of Massachusetts. This group represented nearly all of 
the students in these schools who were studying the selected 
trades. Their distribution according to years of training is 
shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF TRADE SCHOOL GROUP 
BY YEARS OF TRAINING AND TRADE SPECIALTY 
Trade 
Auto Mechanic 
Carpenter 
Electrician 
Machinist 
Printer 
Total 
Years of 
Training 
According 
to Trade 
1 2 3 
32 50 18 
34 48 11 
.26 34 25 
43 34 20 
28 29 10 
163 195 84 
Total 
100 
93 
85 
97 
67 
442 
The status of this group compared to their contempo-
raries is indicated in part by the following information: 
1. Of the total technical group of 442, 105 (or 23.7 
per cent) were in a trade school which accepts 
annually only three hundred freshmen out of seven 
hundred applicants. 
2. Eighty-five (or 19.0 per cent) were in a trade 
school whose mean I.~. is higher than the commer-
cial department of the city high school which 
housed both departments. 
;, .; 4 
3. Three of the trade schools had screened their appli-
cants carefully with tests of intelligence and me-
chanical aptitude. 
Group two (the general high school) consisted of 543 
high school boys from eight general high schools within a 
radius of thirty miles of Boston. These schools were asked 
to provide for testing students of approximately average in-
telligence. In five of these schools the testing was carried 
on in organized classes. In the remaining three schools the 
students were taken from study halls. In one of these latter 
the entire male population, sixty-nine boys were tested. 
In order to equalize the size of the technical and the 
non-technical groups so that each group would have the same 
number of students, it was necessary to reduce the size of the 
general high school group. This was done by eliminating ran-
domly chosen papers until the total number of test papers for 
each occupation was equal to the number from the technical 
group. The distribution of the general high school group used 
for item analysis is shown in Table II arranged according to 
school grade and type of test taken. 
Revised outline of occupational information used to 
refine Trade Information Test. The refinement of the Trade 
Information test was begun by revising the outline of occu-
pational information. First the items on each of the five in-
dividual trade information tests were analyzed. Next the 
number of valid items were tabulated (as shown on Table III) 
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TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE GENERAL HIGH SCHOOL 
POPULATION BY GRADE AND BY THE INFORMATION 
TEST WHICH THEY TOOK 
Grade 
Trade 9 10 11 Total 
Auto Mechanic 29 46 25 100 
Carpenter 27 43 23 93 
Electrician 24 35 26 85 
Machinist 33 40 24 97 
Printer 17 32 18 67 
Total 130 196 116 442 
for each test according to the topic of occupational infor.ma-
' . 
tion to which they pertained. The revised outline shown below 
was produced by retaining from the original outline (as shown 
on Table III) only those topics which were represented by at 
least one valid item for each of the five individual trade 
tests. 
Job Description 
Definition 
Tools 
Tasks 
Materials 
~ualifications necessary 
Preparation 
Subjects recommended or desirable 
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TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF VALID ITEMS OF THE FIVE TRADE INFORMATION TEST~ 
ARRANGED ACCORDING TO TOPIC OF INFORMATION AND TRADE 
Topic or Information 
Job description 
Definition--
Tools 
Tasks 
Materials 
Divisions or Department of work 
Physical demands 
~ualifications necessary 
Interests of workers 
Preparation 
Subjects recommended and desirable 
Apprentice or On-the-job training 
Length of training 
Employment 
Industried employing 
Place of work 
Salary 
Number of workers 
Future demand trends 
Related jobs and promotions 
Placement 
Unions 
Adjustment 
Working conditions 
Advantages 
General 
Job security 
Disadvantages 
Health and hazards and 
Seasonality 
Innovations 
Number of items by trade 
() 
..-4 
§ & 
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() <D () l1l 
a> ..p •r-1 -r-1 H 
~ S:: H S:: <D Q) ..p ..-4 ..p 
0 Pt () ~ s:: 
..p H Q) o •r-1 
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1 4 2 
2 1 5 
2 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 1 1 
1 
1 1 1 
2 1 2 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 1 
1 
1 2 
2 5 
2 6 
2 2 
1 2 
1 1 
1 
1 2 
1 2 
1 
2 1 
2 
1 1 
1 2 
1 
r-1 
a1 
..p 
0 
E-t 
10 
16 
15 
12 
5 
5 
1 
6 
7 
1 
1 
6 
2 
7 
4 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
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Apprentice or on-the-job training 
Employment 
Place o:r work 
Related jobs and promotion 
Finally with the help of the above outline, derived 
:from Table III, the questions were organized into a single 
test of occupational information called the Trade Information 
Test. 
This test consisted of forty-five items chosen so that 
each of the five trades would be represented by nine questions, 
one for each of the nine sub-topics on the above outline. 
Since each trade is represented by one question from each of 
the nine topics of occupational information on the revised · I 
outline, the five sub-sections of the Trade Information Test 
are parallel as to areas covered. 
These five sub-sections are of approximately equal dif-
ficulty, as will be indicated by Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
THE AVERAGE DIFFICULTY OF THE QUESTIONS ON THE 
SUB-SECTIONS OF THE TRADE INFORMATION TEST 
Sub-section of 
revised test 
Auto Mechanic 
Carpenter 
Electrician 
Machinist 
Printer 
Average difficulty 
or questions 
58.5 
57.1 
47.0 
59.2 
48.6 
All of these questions have a critical ratio of 2.5 or 
above. The range of the critical ratios is from 2.5 to 14.0, 
averaging 6.2. · The range of difficulty is from 28 per cent to 
83 per cent, averaging 54.1 per cent. 
The experimental ££ word association test. In pursuit 
.I 
of the stated aim of this study, •to determine whether the word 
association technique is a valid means of measuring occupationa 
information,' a word association test patterned after the cat-
egory testing of Wilking11 and the free association sampling 
technique of Sullivan12 was needed. Unfortunately, for pur-
poses of this study, the Sullivan General Association Test in-
cluded only three of the five categories (trades) which were 
being investigated. Except for this and the different method 
of choosing words, the present writer would have asked per-
mission to use one section of the General Association Test. 
The general procedure for obtaining words for the asso-
ciation test was to be similar to that used by Suliivan13 who 
sent questionnaires to teachers of various subjects asking the 
to list key words of three levels of difficulty: those known 
to every student of the subject, those lmown only to those who 
had done some study in the field, and those knovm to special-
ists in the field only. 
llwilki ng, 2£• cit., P• 9. 
12sullivan, 2£• cit. 
II 
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In constructing a similar questionnaire for the present 
study it seemed wise to use words selected according to the 
same criteria which had determined the organization of the I 
occupational groups from which were chosen the five trades bel~ 
investigated. This would have the effect of indirectly inves-
tigating many of the other jobs in the occupational groups rep-
resented by the five trades. 
Each of the five trades represents a different occupa-
tional group. In each group the jobs are related. Therefore, 
by virtue of this similarity of jobs in a group, when one job 
is known,something is known about the other jobs in the same 
group. The degree of information known varies with the degree 
of similarity or relationship. By using as test items words 
chosen according to the criteria used when occupational groups 
were formed, one in effect would be sampling information about 
all of the jobs related to the one specif~cally being investi-
gated. For example, the criteria used for grouping occupation 
in Entry Occupational Classification was the "similarity of 
tasks performed and worker requirements."14 Test items con-
sisting of words which described tasks and worker requirements 
would be investigating the jobs in terms of their most common 
denominators • 
The first questionnaires requested both of these types 
of information; and an effort was made to construct an asso-
elation test from this information; however, it was found that 
14shartle, o • cit., P• 191. 
information on worker requirements produced items which were 
so long that they destroyed the principal value of tbe associa-
tion test--its brevity. 
The other criteria, "Similarity of tasks performed" was 
ji 
l 
very adaptable. Therefore, it was adapted and a trial ques-
tionnaire was made requesting the teachers to list tasks per-
formed. However, it was round, upon e.xPerimentation, that when J 
people described tasks performed, they tended to include in the I 
description of the task, the statement of' the tools and the 
materials used. In so doing, the items tended to become too 
long; so it was decided to make separate classes of words out 
of these two factors which seemed invariably to be included 
I 
three different classes of' ji under tasks anyway. This would make 
words--tools, tasks, and materials. 
ed by Shartles who said: 15 
I This decision was support- ' 
Thus if' one wishes to group occupations 
together on the basis of' general similarity, 
a consideration of the work perf'ormed, the 
tools and machines, and other aids and the 
material used would. be sufficient. The two 
items which seem to reveal the strongest 
'family tie' are the work perf'ormed and the 
materials worked with. 
The resulting questionnaire is shown as Exhibit Bin the l 
Appendix. 
Seventy-seven questionnaires were sent to teachers of' 
the trades or to trade teachers in training, both of' which had 
had eight years or more journeyman experience in the trade. 
15 Shartle, o • cit., p. 41. 
Sixty-seven questionnaires or 87 per cent were returned. or 
these only forty-nine were used, the other eighteen having 
arrived too late to be included. Approximately seventy words 
were listed by each questionnaire returned. 
The words were compiled into a master list, and the 
words with a frequency of two or better were retained. The 
test was assembled by arranging the selected words in groups 
in alphabetical order. 
The word association test was edited by the same group 
of experts that edited the Trade Information Test; and the re-
vision after the editing produced a test of 300 words divided 
into three parts. Part I, Tools, contained ninety-two words. 
Part II, Materials or Terms, contained 104 words. And Part III, 
Tasks or Processes, contained 104 words. A copy of this re- 1 
I 
vised test entitled Trade Vocabulary Test is shown as Exhibit C 
in the Appendix. 
The Trade Vocabulary Test was now ready for administra-
tion in order to obtain information for item analysis; so it 
was administered to the same trade school population which took 
the Information Test. Of this group of 442, only 200 randomly : 
chosen papers were used for item analysis. The distribution of ! 
this population according to years of training and trade is 
shown on Table V. 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF TRADE SCHOOL POPULATION 
ACCORDING TO TRADE AND NUMBER OF YEARS OF TRAINING 
IN TRADE SCHOOL 
Years of trainins 
Trade 1 2 3 Total 
Auto Mechanic 7 20 15 42 
Carpenter 2 33 5 40 
Electrician 13 9 18 40 
Machinist 6 22 13 41 
Printer 3 28 6 37 
Total 31 112 57 200 
To provide a general high school group for item analysis 
the Trade Vocabulary Test was also administered to 307 students 
in six high schools in the vicinity of Boston. Most of the 
testing was done in organized classes; some in study halls. 
The principals were requested to provide for testing students 
who: 
1. Were of approximately average intelligence. 
2. Had been given no special training in practical arts 
or trade subjects. 
In this way it was hoped to obtain in this group students o~ 
average ability ~rom a variety of curricula. 
Of this group of 307, 200 papers were randomly chosen. 
This was accomplished by arranging the papers in rank order 
according to the total number right and then removing every 
third paper, and then removing the two remaining by random 
os or Ll ni\f~.ity 
hool of Educ~wn 
-, Wbrar:t 
.. so 
choice. The distribution of the resulting population accord-
ing to school year is shown in the following table: 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF GENERAL HIGH SCHOOL POPULATION 
ACCORDING TO GRADE 
Grade 
9 
10 
11 
Total 
Number 
57 
111 
32 
200 
The item analysis, performed by the same procedure as 
was used on the Information Test, produced a revised Trade Vo-
cabulary Test of one hundred items divided as follows: Twenty 
items were under "Tools." Twenty-five items were under 
"Materials." Fifty-five items wer.e under "Tasks." 
The average difficulty of the whole group of one hun-
dred items was 51.8. The difficulty by sections was as follows 
"Tools, 11 42.3; "Materials," 53.7; "Tasks," 45.0. The range of 
difficulty was from 15 to 80. 
The critical ratios of the items chosen ranged from 2.8 
to 12. 4. 
Conclusion. The two tests, now revised and refined, 
were assembled into one two-part test. Part I consisting of 
the 45 questions on information and described in the first 
part of this chapter was entitled Trade Information Test; whilE 
Part II consisting of the 100 association items described 
51_ 
in the second half of this chapter was entitled Trade Vocabu-
lary Test. For one half of the tests the Trade Vocabulary Test 
was placed first. The tests in the experimental forms were now 
ready for administration, together with intelligence tests, to 
eleventh grade students in trade schools and general high 
schools in the vicinity of Rochester, New York. The revised 
tests are shown in the Appendix as Exhibits D and E. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE TESTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The purpose of this chapter is to present and analyze 
the data obtained from administering the three tests to the 
two populations. As previously indicated, the Trade Informa-
tion Test, the Trade Vocabulary Test, and the California Test 
of Mental Maturity1 were administered. One of the groups con-
sisted of eleventh grade Chicago Vocational High School boys; 
the others were eleventh grade general high school boys. 
I. ADMINISTRATION OF THE TESTS 
The trade school population. The trade school popula-
tion to whom the revised tests were administered was distrib-
uted among the trades as shown on Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TRADE SCHOOL POPULATION AMONG TRADE CURRICULA 
Trade 
Auto Mechanics 
Carpentry 
Electricity 
Machine shop 
Printing 
Total 
Number 
21 
26 
7 
11 
25 
90 
1Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. 
Tiegs, New California Short Form Test of Mental Maturity 
(Los Angeles: California Test Bure_au, 1947). 
,. 
2 
'I'he mental ability of this group and of the general high 
school group was in the 60th percentile. The range, means, and 
, standard deviations of the raw scores as well as the critical 
ratio of the means are shown on Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
RANGE OF SCORES OF TRADE SCHOOL AND GE1~RAL HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENTS OF' THE NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT FORM TEST 
OF MENTAL MATURITY, ADVANCED 1 47 .e_-FORM 
Population 
Trade school 
General high school 
N 
90 
165 
Total 
103 
103 
Raw Score 
Range 
21-101 
40-96 
Mean 
67.5 
72.8 
SD 
6.60 
9.88 
CR 
5.3 
The critical ratio of the difference between these means 
of 5.3, indicates that the general high school group measured 
significantly higher in mental ability at the 5 per cent level 
than the other group. 
The general high school population. The general high 
school population were eleventh grade central high school boys 
living in the vicinity of Rochester, New York, and coming from 
homes almost equally divided between rural and urban--a distri-
bution which conforms approximately to the national classifica-
tion of 56.5 per cent urban and 43.5 per cent rural in 1940.3 
2Elizabeth T. Sullivan, ££• cit. 
3u. s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
Statistical Abstract of the United States (Washington: u. s. 
Government Printin Office- 1945 • 13. 
5 
The distribution of the general high school population 
among courses of study · is shown in Table IX. 
TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTION OF GENERAL HIGH SCHOOL POPULATION ACCORDING 
TO COURSE OF STUDY 
Course of Town 
stud::z: A B c D E F Total 
Agriculture 7 9 7 6 29 
College 8 41 5 5 12 5 76 
Commercial 1 5 4 2 1 13 
Shop 4 14 7 2 8 35 
General 2 1 1 8 12 
Total 22 60 19 20 24 20 165 
i· 
In each of the central high schools, the entire male population 
of the eleventh grade was tested. 
The testing. In each school the testing was carried on 
in two periods; in all cases except one, on the same day. 
Ordinarily the test of mental ability was administered first. 
In order to neutralize the learning effect of one trade 
test on the other, the order of the trade tests was reversed 
for one half of the sample tested. That is, one half took the 
Trade Vocabulary Test first. The other half took the Trade 
Information Test first. 
II. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Reliabilit::z:. The reliability of the tests was deter-
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mined by using the Spearman-Brown formula4 for estimating the 
reliability from two comparable halves of a test; and was found 
to be .953 for the Trade Vocabulary Test and .733 for the Trade 
Information Test, based on the scores of 165 general high 
school students. 
The range of scores, means, and standard deviations for 
both tests are summarized on Tables X and XI. 
TABLE X 
SCORES FOR TRADE VOCABULARY TEST 
ARRANGED ACCORDING TO POPULATION SAMPLED 
Population 
Trade school 
General high school 
Trade Vocabulary Test 
Total 
possible Standard 
N score Range Mean deviation 
90 100 23-89 58.5 11.75 
165 100 20-88 54.1 13.10 
TABLE XI 
SCORES FOR TRADE INFORMATION TEST ARRANGED 
ACCORDING TO POPULATION SAMPLED 
Population 
Trade school 
General high school 
Trade Information Test 
Total 
possible Standard 
N score Range Mean deviation 
90 45 7-32 23.8 3.58 
165 45 7-33 20.2 5.52 
6 
4aenry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Edu-
cation New York: Lon ans Green andCom anL._ 1947-y;-- • 390. 
-- - -=#=·=-=-=~- --
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Differences of the means. The reliabilities of the 
differences of the means of both tests were determined. The 
results are summarized in Table XII for the Trade Information 
Test. 
TABLE XII 
THE RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE OF' THE MEANS ON TEE TRADE 
INFORMATION TEST, ALL ELEVENTH GRADE 
Population 
Trade school 
General high school 
N Means 
90 23.89 
165 20.22 
SE Diff. 
me,ans means 
.377 3.67 
.430 
SE 
dif.f. CR 
1.81 2.03 
This difference may be tested against the null hypothe-
sis stated as follows: The mean difference between scores on 
the Trade Information Test of the trade school population and 
the general high school population is zero. 
At the .05 level of confidence with 254 degrees of free-
dom a CR of 1.97 would indicate a significant difference, since 
"it is unlikely (odds 19:1) 11 that this "would occur if the 
difference between the population means • • • were in fact 
zero."5 Since the CR of 2.03 is larger than 1.97, the null 
hypothesis may be rejected, and it can be concluded that the 
trade school students' scores are significantly superior to 
the general high school students' scores. This difference is 
a further evidence of the statistical validity of the Trade 
5Ibid. LJ1• 202. __ 
Information Test. 
The performance of the two groups on the Trade Vocabu-
lary Test is compared in Table XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE OF Trill MEANS ON THE TRADE 
VOCABULARY TEST, ALL ELEVENTH GRADE 
Population N Means 
SE . Diff. 
means means 
SE 
diff. CR 
Trade school 90 
General high school 165 
58.5 
54.1 
1.25 4.4 1.59 2.77 
1.02 
This CR may be tested against the null hypothesis stated 
as follows: On the Trade Vocabulary Test the mean difference 
between the trade school population and the general high school 
population is zero. 
At the .05 level of confidence with 254 degrees of free-
dom, a CR of 1.97 would indicate a significant difference be-
tween means. Since the CR shown on Table XIII for the Trade 
Vocabulary test is 2.77, and this is greater than 1.97, the 
null hypothesis may be rejected. It may now be concluded that 
there is a real difference between the means of the trade 
school and general high school populations. This is a further 
evidence of the Trade Vocabulary Test as a measure of ability 
to associate trade terms to the trade to which they pertain. 
A summary of this analysis of the data so far indicates 
the following: 
i . 5 
I 
1. The criterion (or Trade Information Test) although 
its reliability is .733, discriminates between the 
criterion (trade school g roup) and the experimental 
(general high school group) with a CR of 2.03. Thus 
it appears · that within the limits of its reliability! 
this test has statistical validity as a test of 
occupational information as defined in Chapter I. 
It will be remembered that face validity has al- \ 
ready been assumed as a result of the method of con-
1 
structing the items and that a certain amount of 1 
statistical validity accrued from the method of 
item analysis. 
2. The experimental (or Trade Vocabulary Test) has a 
reliability of .953 and discriminates between the 
criterion group (trade school) and the experimental 1 
I 
I 
group (general high school) with a CR of 2.77. This , 
discrimination between the means of the two groups 
by the Trade Vocabulary Test supports its validity 
as a measure of ability to associate trade terms 
to the appropriate trade. This support is for sta-
tistical validi'ty which already existed to some 
extent because of the method of validating the 
items; and it is also in addition the face validity 
which was claimed as a result of the method of ob-
taining the items. 
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Correlations reported. In interpreting the following 
correlations for the purpose of indicating the relationship of 
the two tests to each other and to intelligence, one's con-
elusions should take into consideration the fact that the re-
liability coefficient of the Trade Information Test is .733. 
Table XIV shows the correlations. 
1. 
and 
2. 
and 
3. 
and 
TABLE XIV 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION OF TRADE VOCABULARY TEST 
AND TRADE INFOR~~TION TEST WITH EACH OTHER AND 
WITH THE TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY 
Correlations 
Po:eulation 
Trade school General high 
grou:e school grou:e 
Tests correlated r PE r PE 
Trade Vocabulary Test ,. ,. 
Trade Information Test .549 -.052 .676 -.029 
Trade Vocabulary Test ,. ,. 
test of mental ability .340 -.053 .252 -.012 
Trade Information Test ,. 1' 
test of mental ability .332 -.051 .232 -.050 
These correlations were to be calculated, as suggested 
in Chapter I, to determine (1) whether the Trade Vocabulary 
Test is a valid measure of occupational information, as meas-
ured by the Trade Information Test, and (2) whether either of 
these trade tests correlates highly enough with mental ability 
tests to be more a test of intelligence than occupational in-
formation. These two considerations will be considered in the 
6 
~ . 
i;· . 
order in which they are mentioned above. 
Validity. First to be considered will be the validity 
of the Trade Vocabulary Test as a measure of occupational in-
formation (as measured by the Trade Information Test). "A high 
correlation between a test and a criterion is evidence of val-
idity provided the test and the criterion are both reliable.n6 
The reliability of the criterion test (Trade Information Test) 
was .733 (determined by the Spearman-Brown formula) on the 
scores of 165 general high school eleventh grade students. The 
reliability of the experimental test (Trade Vocabulary Test), 
determined by the same formula on the same group, was .953. 
The correlations of the Trade Vocabulary Test and the 
Trade Information Test were .549 for the trade school group 
and .676 for the general high school group. Both of these cor-
relations are more than four times as large as their probable 
errors; and may therefore be regarded as "worthy of confi-
dence,117 expressing a relationship greater than could be ac-
counted for by chance. The correction of both of these cor-
relations for "attenuation of chance or accidental errors which 
might lower the reliability of both tests and thus affect the 
correlation between them118 produced a correlation of .657 for 
6Ibid., P• 395. 
7Ibid., p. 298. 
8Ibid., p. 396. 
6 
the trade school population and .809 ror the general high 
school group. 
Validity arrected £z relationship or trade ~ scores 
with mental ability. The second item to be discussed concern-
ing the correlations presented in Table XIV was whether either 
the Trade Vocabulary Test or the Trade Inrormation Test corre-
lated highly enough with mental ability to be more a test or 
intelligence than occupational inrormation. The correlations 
of the mental ability tests scores with the scores or the two 
trade tests are more than rour times as large as their probable 
errors, ror both groups. This indicates that these rour cor-
relations (shown on lines 2 and 3 of Table XIV) could not have 
occurred by chance. It is noted that the correlations of the 
Trade Vocabulary Test and the Trade Inrormation Test with men-
tal ability, although signiricant, are both smaller than the 
correlation or the Trade Vocabulary Test with the Trade Infor-
mation Test. 
The basic hyPothesis tested ~ the null hypothesis. 
There is "no entirely satisractory mechanical device for inter-
preting .the signiricance of a correlation; "9 however, the sig-
niricance or the correlations or the Trade Vocabulary Test with 
the Trade Inrormation Test and the correlations of both or 
9Harry A. Greene, Albert N. Jorgensen, and J. Raymond 
Geberich, Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary School 
(New York: Longm.ans Greene and Co., Inc., 1946), P• 537. 
I( 
\ ... 
these with mental ability may ~e "tested more exactly against 
the null hypothesis than in terms of PE."10 In this case the 
null hypothesis would be stated as follows: 
~· 
1. The scores on the Trade Vocabulary Test are not sig-
nificantly related to scores on the Trade Informa-
tion Test. 
2. The scores on these tests are not significantly re-
lated to scores on tests of mental ability. 
Concerning the first null hypothesis, it is noted that 
with 163 degrees of freedom at the .05 level of significance 
(which is the level to be used in this study), an r as large as 
.153 could occur by accident only "five times in 100 trials if 
the population r were actually zero.ull Since the obtained r 
of .676 is much larger than .153, it may be regarded as signif-
icant and the null hypothesis rejected. 
This suggests that, within the limits of the data pre-
sented, ability to associate trade terms to the appropriate 
trade (measured by the Trade Vocabulary Test) is a valid meas-
ure of trade information (measured by the Trade Information 
Test). 
The second null hypothesis, as it appea1~s above, states 
that 'the scores on these tests (Trade Information Test) and 
(Trade Vocabulary Test) are not significantly related to scores 
lOGarrett, ££• cit., P• 298. 
llibid., P· 299. 
on tests of mental ability.• The correlation of the Trade Vo-
cabulary Test with the mental ability test was .252 for the 
general high school group12 and the correlations of the Trade 
Information Test with mental ability was .232. Since both of 
these (teste.d at the .05 level of confidence with 163 degrees 
of freedom) are larger than the r of .153, referred to above as 
the largest r that could occur by chance, this null hypothesis 
can also be rejected. This indicates that the relationship of 
the trade tests to mental ability is statistically significant. 
Although the correlations of the Trade Vocabulary Test 
and the Trade Information Test with mental ability are both sig-
nificant, it is noted that they are less significant than the 
correlation of the Trade Vocabulary Test with the Trade Infor-
mation Test. In order to show this difference of significance 
in a way which would be more meaningful than simple subtraction, 
the predictive efficiency of these correlations was determined. 
Predictive efficiency of correlations. The coefficients 
of forecasting efficiency13 or predictive efficiencies were 
calculated. These are shown summarized in Table XV. 
With both populations the Trade Vocabulary Test is a 
better predictor of success on the Trade Information Test than 
12The correlations of the trade school population re-
ported on Table XIV are not included in this discussion of the 
null hypothesis; but it will be seen by inspection that the 
same general conclusions hold with respect to their significance 
as for the general high school population. 
13Ibid., P• 337. 
TABLE X:V 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION AND FORECASTING EFFICIENCY 
OF TRADE VOCABULARY AND TRADE INFOR1~TION TESTS 
WITH EACH OTHER AND WITH THE TEST 
OF MENTAL ABILITY 
1. Trade Vocabulary Test 
and 
Trade Information Test 
2. Trade Vocabulary Test 
and 
test of mental ability 
3. Trade Information Test 
and 
test of mental ability 
Population 
Trade school General high 
school 
(N:90) (N=l65) 
Coef. of Coef. of 
forecasting forecasting 
r efficiency r efficiency 
.549 .16 .676 .27 
.340 .06 .252 .03 
.332 .06 .232 .03 
it is of mental ability. Stated in terms of the difference of 
per cent of predictive efficiency, this would mean that the 
Trade Vocabulary Test would predict performance on the Trade 
Inforraation Test with 24 per cent more efficiency than it would 
predict performance on the mental ability test. It would also 
mean that the Trade Information Test would predict performance 
on the Trade Vocabulary Test 24 per cent more efficiently than 
it would predict performance on the mental ability test. This 
interpretation is based on the scores of the general high 
school population in both instances. This is done because it 
is they for whom the study was made. However, it is noted that 
a similar but smaller difference exists for the trade school 
population in favor of the Trade Vocabulary Test as a predictor 
of occupational information rather than as a predictor of 
mental ability. 
Summary. This chapter has presented a description of 
the populations tested, an explanation of the manner of admin-
istering the tests, and an analysis of the data. The summary, 
conclusions, limitations, and implications are stated in the 
following chapter. 
, .. 
~ . 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter will summarize the outcomes of this inves-
tigation thus far and then suggest conclusions to be drawn from 
the data presented and analyzed in the previous chapter. 
This chapter also will include a list of the limitations 
of the study as well as implications for further research. 
Summary. The problem (to investigate the word ass~cia­
tion technique as a means of measuring occupational informa-
tion) and the related problem (of determining the effect of 
mental ability on the above function) were defined and delimi-
ted and stated as a hypothesis. Plans to test this hypothesis 
were outlined. This envisioned construction of two tests of 
occupational information in the trade group--one to be a word-
association-type test, the other a multiple choice test. On 
both tests the items were to be so constructed and analyzed as 
to make them valid. Plans were also stated for administration 
of both tests together with a test of mental ability to a trade 
school and to a general high school population. The data from 
the test administration would be used to test the basic hypoth-
esis. 
The need for research of this type was seen to be of 
most value because it might help implement the construction of 
a test of occupational information which would be helpful in 
research in group guidance methods, individual counseling and 
as an inventory or achievement test in teaching occupational 
information. 
The related literature was reported on. 
When the two tests had been refined and revised, they 
were administered to 90 students in the eleventh grade of the 
Chicago Vocational High School and to 165 students in the 
eleventh grade of the six central schools in the vicinity of 
Rochester, New York. A test of mental ability was also admin-
istered to the same populations. 
' . 
The data . thus made available were compiled and analyzed. 
The conclusions reported in the following section. 
Conclusions. Statistically there is a significant re-
lationship between knowledge of occupational information of 
selected trades and the ability to associate trade terms (in 
this area) with the appropriate trade. The statistical valid-
ity of the Trade Vocabulary Test as a measure of occupational 
information is limited by the size of the correlations and by 
the reliability of the Trade Information Test of .733. This 
statistical validity of the Trade Vocabulary Test appeared 
greater when correction ror attenuation raised these validity 
coefficients to .657 for the trade school group and .809 for 
the general high school population. 
However the correlations of both the Trade Vocabulary 
Test and the Trade Information Test with the test of mental 
were also statisticall si nificant at the .05 level 
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of confidence, indicating that both the •rrade Vocabulary Test 
and the Trade Information Test are to some extent tests of in-
telligence, since the odds are 19 to 1 that correlations of 
this size would not occur if the true population r were zero. 
The comparisons made possible by applying the null hy-
pothesis to the correlations of the Trade Vocabulary Test ver-
sus the Trade Information Test and both of these versus the 
test of mental ability reveal that both correlations are sta-
I 
I tistically reliable, and that to some extent both of the former 
' 
are measures of mental ability. In order better to reveal the ~ 
1. 
relative effectiveness of the Trade Vocabulary Test as a meas-
ure of occupational information or mental ability, the predic-
tive efficiency of these correlations was determined. The re-
sults showed that for the general high school group the Trade 
Vocabulary •rest had a "coefficient of forecasting efficiency111 
I· 
II 
li 
II 
of .27 for performance on the Trade Information Test and .03 
for performance on the mental ability test. This suggests that ~ 
the Trade Vocabulary Test has some validi t;y as a measure of' 
occupational inf'ormation on selected trades and crafts; but I 
this validity is limited by the following: (1) the reliabilit~ 
of the criterion test is .733; (2) the relationship of both 
trade tests with intelligence is significant with r's ranging 
,. ,. 
from .23-.03 to .34-.06; the concept of occupational informa-
tion (indicated under Limitations below). 
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Limitations. The limitations are as ~ollows: 
1. The name, Trade Vocabulary Test, is a misnomer. 
While the association test used in the present study 
is called a Trade Vocabulary Test, it should more 
properly be called a test o~ ability to associate 
words and phrases to the appropriate trade. The 
title Trade Vocabular·y Test was used because it was 
short and would mean more to the student taking the 
test than a title such as "trade phrase and vocabu-
lary test," which is actually what the testee is 
asked to "associate" to the proper trade. 
2. It was assumed that occupational in~ormation can be 
empirically determined. 
3. It was assumed that the proposed plan ~or construct-
ing a trade information test was good enough to jus-
ti~y developing it side by side with the experimen-
tal test. The assumption that the trade information 
test would be both highly valid and reliable because 
of the manner of construction and refinement was 
wrong. This test should have been tested for re-
liability (and discriminative ability) before it 
was administered as a validating instrument. 
4. The occupational information test is overloaded with 
items about tasks, tools, and materials. As might 
be expected, looking backward, such items would 
easily be most discriminating between trade school 
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and general high school students. This may indicate 
that occupational information can not be established 
entirely on an empirical basis. 
5. The same high proportion in the Trade Information 
Test of questions dealing with tools, tasks, and 
materials would (because these same kinds of words 
comprise the Trade Vocabulary Test) be expected to 
produce a correlation between the two tests. Had 
the items on the Trade Information Test dealt with 
different topics,the correlation might not have been 
even as large as it was. 
6. It was apparently a mistake to assume that there is 
a great sharing of common occupational information 
among the workers in the different jobs in the ma-
chine trades and crafts group. When the original 
planning was done it was assumed that the relation-
ships within a job family would exist to a signifi-
cant degree in occupational groups. Consequently, 
once the items covering each trade had been vali-
dated for that trade, they were organized to con-
stitute one test for five trades. It was expected 
that this test would discriminate sharply between 
the trade school and general high school populations. 
The failure to do so is probably caused by the ab-
sence of the quality of knowledge which was assumed 
although there is also the possibility that there 
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was a bias in either sample in respect to this 
knowledge. Whether this assumption about the shar-
ing of occupation information by members of an oc-
cupational group was a fallacy might have been de-
termined by analyzing the scores on both tests for 
each trade separately. However, the sections in 
the Trade Information Test were too short (nine 
questions each) to be reliable when treated as sep-
arate tests. 
Implications for further research. 
1. Further refinements in the direction suggested by 
the last-mentioned limitation are indicated. An 
occupational information test, validated and tested 
for reliability in advance, and long enough to be 
reliable for each trade or occupation separately 
might reveal a different relationship than is sho\vn 
in this study. 
2. The weaknesses of the Trade Information Test sugges 
that a better criterion test might be made if the 
most important occupational information could be de 
termined first. Such a study might proceed along 
the lines of a questionnaire survey composed of 
items of information recognized by a jury as im-
portant. This questionnaire when submitted to 
people on the pre-vocational level, trainees, and 
workers of ex t reveal occu ational 
i. : 72 
information of different levels of significance or 
of different kinds. It is possible that one kind 
of information is important to the student and an-
other to the worker. For instance, working condi-
tions and salary have different degrees of impor-
tance for different age groups. If this were found 
to be true, then a test of occupational information 
might be organized according to levels of impor-
tance of information. 
3. If the relationship between ability to associate 
trade terms with the proper trade and knowledge of 
occupational information should be further substan-
tiated by additional research, a study might be 
made to determine the minimal number of words nee-
essary to predict occupational information. 
4. Another study could be done to determine Which 
types of words are the best indicators of wider in-
formation in a particular occupational group. Sig-
nificant kinds of words might vary from one occu-
pational group to another. 
5. Ultimately a long word association test might be 
built sampling information in the various occupa-
tional groups. 
i· 
6. Such a test might be found to have a significant re- 1 
lationship to interest, both measured and expressed 
If this were suspected strongly enough, it might be 
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of value to use occupational groups which would 
facilitate comparison of scores on occupational in-
formation with scores on interest tests. 
Summary. This chapter has summarized the investigation 
and has concluded that within the limits of the data submitted 
the word association technique is a valid method of measuring 
occupational information. 
The limitations of the study were stated and acknowl-
edgment was made of false assumptions as to the plan and metho< 
of validating the Trade Information Test as well as to the ex-
pectation of its reliability. Also, it was acknowledged that 
incorrect assumptions were made in the beginning as to the 
significance of empirically determined occupational informa-
tion. 
The implications of this study for further research in-
clude suggestions of the desirability of further research into 
the specific nature of occupational information at the various 
levels from the pre-vocation to the journeyman level. Inves-
tigations as to the minimal number and the best types of words 
to sample occupational information were also suggested. Fur-
ther possibilities also include a longer associational-type 
test covering several occupational groups, and arranged to 
facilitate further investigation into the relationship between 
occupational information and interest. 
?4 
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'l'HE AU'l'O l.E ; C HA ~HC 
-------- --·-
An Occupation al I n formation Te s t for High School Students 
EXPLANATI OI'·T: 
This is a test of information &bout the work , prepa ration, 
and problems of an auto me chanico 
DIRECTIONS: 
1. Fill in t h e informa tion r e que ste d on the ans we r shee t 
(printe d j_n blue) . In sp a ce 1, under "School," write the n ame 
of the tr a d e , if any , in which you are spe cializing . Leave blank 
t he spa c e b8ll.e a th "City," and the spaces for "Score s ," an d "Pa rt." 
2 . READ THE DIHECTIOES AND TEE SA!',iPLE ON TH:::E AJ'TS\-lEH SHE3T ~ 
Fo llow t he s e d ire ctions in answering the questions. 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
The wo rke:r· VJho disas s emb l e s , 1. 
ove rhaul s , as semb l e s and ad justs 2. 
automobile clutche s is calle d: 3 . 
machine. s p e ci a list 
machini s t 
motorman 
4. dingman 
A worke r whose principa l job is 
to exami ne " au t omobile s d~iven 
into the gar age by cus tome rs" 
and de t e r mi ne . nche need and 
cost o f r e pairs" is u s u a lly 
c a lle d : 
The f o llowi ng are all cormnonly 
used j o b t itle s f o r spe ci a lized 
auto mo ch 2nic s EXCEPT: 
5 . me chanic 
1. 
9 
'-'• 
3. 
4. 
5. 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
me cl1anical i n spe ctor 
automobile inspe ctor 
r ec l ama ti on fo r eman 
automotive e nginee r 
s.u tomobile s e rvic e s a lesm311 
pi s ton and bloc k worker 
body and f ende r wor ke r 
r a di a tor r e p a irma n 
c a rbure tor and i gnition 
export 
5 . automotive e l e ctricia n 
4 . "A de v i c e with a g r a dua t e d, 
floating t ube u se d to measure 
1. a carbure tor 
2 . an a oolopile 
• f • • t f "1 • , II spe c1 1c g r a vl y o r Ul a s 3 . an atomo t o r 
is c a ll e d: 4 . a hydrome t e r 
5 . a hydr aulic tube 
5 . Of t h e follo wing tool s which 
would t h e a u t omo qile me cha nic 
b o l o as t a pt to us e ? 
1. g :::.uge 
2 . hoist 
3. we l d ing equipme nt 
6 . 
4 . drill pre ss 
5 . g~ar g en er a tor ~ 
The k i n d of h armnor mo s t comrnonly 1. 
use d by tho auto me cha nic is the : 2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5. 
s o t 
ball poin 
claw 
sle dge 
pl anishi ng 
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7. 
8 . 
9 . 
The wrench which wil l probably 
do the least harm to the 
corners of a nut is : 
The task cus tomal~i ly performed 
b y the auto body man i s : 
Wh e n the me ct~anic 1 s helper is 
just besinning to work he is 
u sually given such jobs as: 
10 . The auto me chani c ordinari l y 
p e rforms .all of the following 
t asks ~:;_;xcEP'r : 
11. 'rhc au to mechanic ordinarily 
pe rforms a ll of the follo wing 
t asks EXCEPT : 
1 2 . The auto me chanic uses all of 
the fol l owing metho d s to find 
out the de :ftects i n the 
opera tion of a motor EXCEPT : 
Auto Mechanic -2-
l. an adjustable 
2 . an alligator 
3 . an open end 
Ll. a socket 
5 . a "vise-grip" 
1. grinding valves 
2 . . ad justing brakes 
3 . shaping repl acemen t parts on 
an eng ine lathe 
4 . welding breaks in body me tal 
5 . instal ling elec tr i cal 
neces s ities 
1. greasing cars and sweeping 
the sho p 
2 . appraising o l d cars and 
road testing 
3. grinding and adjusting 
valves 
4. adjusting ~istributors and 
c l eaning car buretors 
5 . install ing new wiring and 
lining brakes 
1. r epair ing eng ine s , clutches, 
transmissions , and 
differentials 
2 . repairing i gnition systems , 
gener ators , and lights 
3 . cutting away brake linings, 
and rivet ing new linings 
in place 
4 . chang i ng oi l and greasing 
mov i ng parts 
5 . shaping new parts by using 
tem.plate , shapers , and 
grinde rs 
1. adjusting valves 
2 . disassembl ing and over -
haulin g eng i nes 
3 . rebuild ing a storage 
battery 
4 . ti ghtening body bo l ts 
5 . repairing clutches and 
tran smiss ions 
1. listening to the motor 
2. watching the mov ement of 
the various p arts 
3. using mecha nical a nd 
e l ec tric al testing 
equipmen t 
4 . trial and error 
5. watching the RPN indicator 
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13 . "The tubular pi e.ce of har dened 1 . 
steel alloy wh i ch fi t s in the 2 . 
small end of the connecting rod" 3 . 
and has its ends "fastened in 4 . 
the piston" is cal led .::t: 5 . 
Au t o Me chani c - 3 -
counterweight 
piston ring 
compression bushing 
torque bar 
wrist pin 
14 . A gear unit which allows one 
r ear whe e l to revo l ve faster 
t han t h e oth3r when the 
vehicle turns a corner is 
called a: 
1 . hypoid 
2 . trans f e r case 
3 . prope l ler shaft 
4 . differential 
5 . pl ~Detary transmi ssion 
15 . "A ;~c chanism in which air is 
mixed wi t h gasoline to pro -
d'J.ce a co:}1bus ti ble vapor" 
l. a generator 
2 . a hydr•ome ter 
3. a carburetor 
is called: 4 . a gas rr,e tor 
5 . an injector 
1 6 . An examp l e of the "single 
s kil l o d " auto mechan ic is the : 
1 . truck mechanic 
2 . a utomob i l e-service me chanic 
17 . 
18 . 
1 9 . 
20 . 
3. g arage r epairman 
4 . body repairman 
5 . bus mechanic 
The j ob which demand s the l . 
g r eates t amount of physical 2 . 
str en g t h is : 3 . 
5 . 
The auto mechanic ne e d s to l . 
have all of the following 
quali f ications e xcep t the 2 . 
abili ty to: 3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
The l 0ast spe cialized work is 1 . 
that of the : 2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
The automobi l e me chanic ne eds 1 . 
to be ab l e to fi gure out de -
taile d instructions from 2 . 
dr awi ngs , di agrams , and written 
instructions because of the 
h e lp they give him in: 
motor a n a l yst 
c ar bure tor man 
spe edomete r r epairman 
\Vhee l alinement !i1e ch anic 
automotive e l ec trician 
unde rstand and fo l low 
d irections 
act quickl y in an emergency 
pay attention to detai l 
th i nk effec t ive ly and 
practically 
r ead an d unde r s tand college 
physics text books 
c a rbure tor man ( II ) 
automotive e l e ctric i an 
motor adjuster 
au tomobile mechanic 
body a n d f ende r worke r 
comp l y ing with the nat i ona l 
fa f ety code 
l earning about ho w the 
different make s and 
models of automobiles 
function 
3 . identifying such things as 
" panc ak e " and radial 
engine s 
4 . determining basic f u el- air 
ratios 
5 . p articipa t i ng in product ion 
line repairing 
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21. The futui'e auto me chanic would 1. 
probably prefer to read the: 2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
22 . 
23 . 
The auto mechanic would h ave a 
need fo r al l of the fo llowing 
mathematical concepts EXCEP'l': 
Various fo1•ms of alcohol and 
d istillate may come to be used 
as an automobile fuel. The 
auto me chanic woul d need to 
unde l' s tand them . For this 
purpose the most useful high 
school subj e ct woul d be : 
5 . 
1. 
0 
'-' • 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5. 
24 . An understanding of the action 1. 
of bodies in motion and gases 2 . 
in motion could best be 3 . 
obtained tl1rough a high 4 . 
school course in: 5 . 
25. 'The usual a pprentice ship 
agreemen t for the auto 
mechanic includes class 
work of at least: 
26 . Employers u s ually pre f e r to 
hire men who have had, in 
addition to speciali zed 
trainln§ general education 
equiv8.lent to : 
27 . The maximum age for entering 
mo st mechanics ' apprentice -
ships m.us t ordinarily be 
between: 
1. 
0 
! ..J . 
4 . 
5 . 
l. 
2 . 
'7 
,_) . 
4 . 
5 . 
l. 
0 
...,. 
'7.; 
v o 
4 . 
5. 
28 . All of t he fol lo wing subjects 1 . 
should be taugh t to the 
apprentice auto mechanic EXCEPT:2. 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
Auto Me chanic - 4-
Popular Science 
Atlantic Monthly 
Saturday Review of Literature 
Labor Force 
Occupation s 
gradients 
geometry of the steering 
wheel 
electrical measurements 
gear ra t ios 
decimal fractions 
physics 
general science 
chemistry 
horticultural manufacturing 
shop mathematics 
chemistry 
ph:y·s ics 
g..;;ome try 
spherical trig onometry 
general science 
16 hOUT'S per year 
74 hOUl"S pe :::.' year 
144 " " " 
,312 
" " 
II 
1000 II " " 
junior hi gh school 
hi gh school 
t vvo years of colleg e 
sixth grade 
fourth grade 
1 6 and 20 years of age 
17 and 21 years of age 
2 1 and 25 years of age 
19 and 30 years of age 
20 and 25 years of age 
bralws , r e ar axl es , steering 
gears 
inte rnal combustion engines 
li ~hts , e lec tri c a l 
accessori es , and ignition 
starting motors and 
generators 
the use of gear generators 
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29 . 
30 . 
3 1. 
32. 
33. 
The poores t me thod of l ea:r·ning 
to be a n auto me chanic is: 
The l eng t h of training for the 
a u t o me chanic appren tice is 
normally: 
Ac cor d i n g t o t h e 1940 c e nsus 
the tr ansportation industry 
empl o y ing t he g r ea t e st 
numbe]:~ of me chfuJ. ics wa s t ho : 
The type of automobil e 
e s t a b li shmen t in which mo s t 
o f th8 auto me chanics work 
i s t h o : 
The Unit ed St u t e s h as the 
g r c a t e3 t nwnbe r of: 
1 
..L o 
0 
'-- • 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
. 4. 
5 . 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
Auto Mechanic - 5 -
s e rving a four year appre n-
tice ship 
atte n ding tra de school 
t a k ing on- the -j ob training 
attend i n g vocatiohal school 
openin~ your own g arage and 
earni n g wh i le you l e arn 
six months 
one year 
t wo years 
three y e ars 
four y ears 
automobi l e se rvic e and r e p a ir 
railroad r e p a ir 
c a r shpp 
airpl ~nc s e r vi ce and r e pair 
sh ipping 
b rake and r a diator r e pair 
shops 
gen e r a l r ep!li r sh ops and 
de a l e rs ' s e rvic e 
b a ttery a n d i gnit i on repa ir 
shops 
aut o t op a n d body r epair 
s ho ps 
p aint sho p plus wh eel, axle , 
a n d spr i ng r e p a ir shops 
auto r adi a tor shops 
auto r e p a ir shop s ( general) 
motor v ehicle deal e rs ( now 
and tr a de - i n) 
park ing lots and stora ge 
gar ages 
5 . tire r epair shop s 
34 . The ave r a ge h ourly wa ge r a t e 1. ~ 1. 4 4 an hour 
$1. 6 4 fo r a ll cla ss A auto me chanics 2 . a n h OUI' 
in tho Bos ton Ar e a (as of 3 . ~; 1. 8L1 an hour 
July 1947) i s a p pro x imate ly: 4 . "'·2 0 0 •i? • an h our 
35 . The mos t common mo thod of 
p aying a utomob ile me cha n i cs 
is by : 
5 . ~;;; 2 .14 a n h our 
1. t he hour or commi s sion or a 
comb i na tion of both 
2 . t he month plus incent ive p ay 
3 . a stra i ght ye arly salary 
4 . a shar e o f total pro f its 
5. the flat r a t e s ys t em- - 25 to 
60 p e rc en t of the charge s 
paid by t he cus tomer 
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36 . Compared with other groups of 
s k ille d worke rs on a bas is of 
siz e alone , the auto mechanics 
are : 
37 . Th e number of auto mechanics 
emp loye d in the United States 
according to t he 1940 census 
is approximately: 
3 8 . The job prospe cts f or auto 
mechanics with no experience 
in the trade are : 
3 9 . It is pr obable that by 1951 
the e111p lo;ymen t o f automobile 
me crianics wi l l have: 
1 . 
2 . 
'7 
v o 
4 . 
5 . 
l 
..... . 
c') 
'-' • 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
Auto Mechanic - 6 -
the largest group 
one of t he larc e s t group s 
an average sized g roup 
~~~: ·. 
~ .. -r_~· 
one of the smalle st group s 
the smallest group 
175 , 000 
275 , 000 
375 , 000 
475 , 000 
575 ' 000 
Good 
Pair 
Poo r 
Excellent 
Non -exi~tent 
ch ang e d very l it t le 
ri s t:3n t o 450 , 000 
dropped to 300 , 000 
incr~ase d t wo - fold 
re duced by one h alf 
40 . The field most clo s ely re l ated 1 . 
to the job of the auto mechanic 2 . 
Dies e l mechanic 
radio repairman or ope rator 
41 . 
42 . 
43 . 
i s : 
The j ob which is mo st similar 
to t hat o f the auto mechan i c 
is tl1a t 0 f' • ~. 
A good automobile mechani c 
would be most like ly to be 
promoted to the job of : 
The narne of t he larges t union 
of automobile workers is : 
3 . mining engineer 
4 . offic e machine operator 
5 . airplan.o i nstrument me chanic 
l . radio t e chnic i an 
2 . motor ana lyst 
3 . machi ne specialist 
4 . layout man 
5 . wa tch machinist 
1 . carbure tor and i gnition 
expert 
2 . used c a r salesman 
3 . shop foreman 
4 . motor analyst 
5 . motor and chass is inspector 
1 . United Steel Workers 
2 . United Electrical, radio , 
an d machine wor~mr s 
3~ United Me tal Trade s 
Asso ciation 
4 . Broth erhood of Repairmen, 
servicemen, and mechanics 
5 . United Automobile , Aircraft , 
and Agricultural Imp l emen t 
Workers of Ame rica 
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44 . The u..YJ.ion dues 
mechanic arc : 
of the auto 
45 . Union rul es require th a t be-
tore t he machinists can 
s tri ~e they must got the 
approval of the International 
Exacutive Board . In a dd ition, 
t he vote of the l oca l members 
must b <; approved by a: 
46 . An emp loye r of auto mechanics 
would be most l ike l y to hire 
a man v:ho had : 
47 . 'rhe consideration which is 
.tho most apt to attract 
p 0 op l <) to c!wose the job of 
the auto mechanic as a life 
work is: 
48: Most auto mechanics enjoy all 
of the fol l owing occupational 
adv e.nt ages EXCEP'r : 
49 . Tho most serious h ealth 
hazard faced by the auto 
me chanic is : 
50 . The auto mechanic is l i abl e 
to experience any of tho 
followin g occupational 
mi s haps except: 
l . 
2 . 
7, 
<.. / • 
4 . 
5 . 
., 
J.. o 
2 . 
3 . 
Auto Mechan i c - 7-
:J~ l . 00 
~::> 1 . 50 
~~-2 r.::o ~p • 0 
~?3 . 00 
~3 . 50 
p or month 
pe r month 
p e r month 
p e r month 
per month 
simpl e ma j ority by voice 
vote 
two thirds majority by 
s e cret ballot 
simpl e majority by secre t 
ba l lot 
4 . thr ee four ths ma j ority 
by vo i ce vote 
5 . simpl e majorit:r by a standing 
vote 
1 . a four y e a r a pprent iceship 
2 . actual expe~ionce 
3 . four years of vocationa l 
schoo l 
4 . high school diploma in 
general business 
5 . a union card 
1. union protection 
2 . l ength of vacations 
3 . method of payrnont ( vJay of 
f~_ guring pay) 
4 . einplo;ymen t prospe cts 
5 . working conditions and 
environment 
1. var i ety of work 
2 . r esponsibility 
3 . dire ct contact with 
customers 
4 . steady demand for competent 
workers 
5 . safety and c l ean l ine ss 
l. exposure 
2 . carbon monoxide 
3 . injury from f l ying pieces 
of metal 
4 . b l ood poisoning from cuts 
5 . nausea and h eadache s from 
fume s of motor exhaust · 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5. 
getting cuts , bruises , and 
burns 
being greasy but still h a vi1"1g 
to avoid l eaving grease 
in tho wrong p l a c e 
getting h eadache s and nausea 
frOii1 ong ine fume s 
excessive chi ll ing and ovor -
ho;;.ting 
got t 1ng metal fungus 
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51 . Mechanics are more like l y to 
bo l a i d off dur i ng tho winter 
months i n: 
52 . Thoro is apt to be a s l i ght 
incror::. se in tho number of 
me chanics employed in the : 
53 . The mos t impra ctical 
possibi l ity for automobi l e 
design is gen erally thought 
to be: 
l· •. 
Au to Mechanic - 8 - . 
1 . l arge citi es of the North 
2 . l a rgo cities of tho South-
west 
3 . small northern toV~ms 
4 . small southern tovms in the 
gulf states 
5 . small towns in the Mid- west 
l. mid sur.mwr 
2 . spring 
3 . fal l 
4 . winter 
5 . rainy season 
l. pormanon t l y se a l ed engine 
cooling s ystem 
2 . pan cake o~ginos 
3 . e ngine loc ated at tho r oar 
4 . cast alwniDl® engin e blocks 
5 . l igh t e r and h~re e conomical 
engines 
91. 
THE CARPEIJTEH 
An Occupational Information Te s t for High School Students 
EXPLAJ'JATION: 
This is a test of information about the work, preparation, 
a.'ld problems of a carpenter. 
DIHECTIONS: 
l. Fill in the information requested on the answer sheet 
(printed in blue). In space 1, under "School ," viri te t h e name 
of the trade , if any, in which you are specializing . Leave blank 
t he space beneath "City ," and the spaces for "Scor~s," and "Part." 
2. Rl:~AD THE DIRECTIONS AND THE SAl\'IPLE Ol'J THE ANSWER SHEET. 
Follow these directions in answering the questions. 
1. A vrorker who "mal';:es hi gh-grade 
wooden articles such as fur-
niture, office equipment, and 
store fixtures by cutting, 
shaping and assembling parts, 
u s ing har1d and machine wood -
working tools" is called: 
2. The worker ·who builds in place, 
or in units to be erected 
later, wooden forms for 
molding concrete structures 
is a: 
3 . The most difficul t part of 
making stairs is: 
1. wood patternmaker 
2. mode l maker 
3. cabinetmaker 
4~ shop carpenter 
5. finish carpenter 
1. form carpenter 
2. maintenance carpenter 
3. packing carpenter 
4 . shoring carpenter 
5. platerboard setting 
carpenter 
l. cutting the stringe r 
2 . nai ling the risers 
>.>•. · · ~ .. .. 
3 . marking the work for cuttir:g 
4. The main problem in framing 
a roof is: 
5. An example of "finish!! work 
in carpentry is: 
6 . One of the last tasks the car-
uent e r does when he is com-
pleting his work in building 
·a house is to: 
4 . planing the risers 
5. sawing the tre ads 
1. working in hi gh places 
2 . working on a ladder 
3 . lifting heavy wei ghts 
4 . cutting the be vels 
5. plLoobing the t imbe rs 
1. building interior wall 
frames 
2 . hanc i ng window sash or 
doors 
3, l aying subflooring 
4. nai ling wall sheathing in 
place 
5. cutting and l aying sills 
1. erect stairs 
2. apply side boards 
3. install she lves and wooden 
clothes rods in closets 
4. square columns and lintels 
5. raise roof rafters 
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7. A sa\11.4 which is ,jo inted to the 
ceil ing or overhead structure 
and swings in a pendulwn 
fashion over tho bench is 
called a: 
8 . An exampl e of a wo od turning 
tool would be the : 
9 . A machine equi pped with a 
horizontal rotary cutter for 
plru1ing surfaces and squaring 
edges of lumber is called a : 
10. "A large backsaw which fits in 
a wooden or metal frame with 
two perpendicul ar guide s which 
are adjusted to cut a desired 
angl e " is called a: 
cm~penter - 2 -
l. slide saw 
2 . swing saw 
3 . underswing saw 
4 . cross cutting fence 
5 . bevel or miter saw 
l. skew 
2 . miter rod 
3 . parting too l 
4 . wood- set 
5. square nose parting tool 
l. miller 
2 . shaper 
-3 . molder 
4 . jointer 
5. sander 
l. turning saw 
2 . tenoner 
3. variety saw 
·4. miter saw 
5 . ripsaw 
11. "A hand plane with cutting blade 1. 
extending to the outer edge of 2 . 
one side to permit plaJ1ing 3 . 
corners illld grooves " is called 4 . 
j ack plane 
smoothing plane 
rabbet plane 
framing plane 
miter plane a: 
12. If you were finishing a desk 
top, should the wood be 
sandpapered: 
13. The frames for the stairs are 
called: 
14. The purpose in laying the sub-
floorin g of a house a t an 
angle to the sills is to: 
15. A "dado" is a: 
5 . 
l . across the grain 
2 . with the gr ain 
3 . with a circular mot ion 
4 . diagonally 
5 . alternately across the 
g r ain and with the grain 
l. rafte rs 
2 . gable plates 
3 . stringers 
4 . hip plates 
5 . barge boards 
1 . save time 
2 . save material 
3 . prevent the floor from 
buckling _ 
4 . support the lintel 
5 . hold the joists 
1. joint 
2. jury rig 
3 . metal fastener with threads 
4 . cupboard 
5 . cupola 
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Carpenter -3-
16. The plate and sill are the t op 
and bottom parts, respectively, 
1. · window frame of the house 
2 . outside supporting frame 
of the: · 
17. The worker who attaches door 
knobs is a: 
18 . In building a house, the 
carpenter first lays the: 
19 . The horizontal pieces which 
form the l owest member of a 
frame or support the structure 
is called the: 
20. The hardest kind of wood is: 
21. A dorme r in a building is: 
of the house 
3. door frame 
4. f;Iansard roof 
5. bulk head 
1. locksmith 
2 . property custodian 
3. machine fixer 
4. tinsmith 
5·. carpenter 
1. plates 
2. rafters 
3. sills 
4. lintels 
5. risers 
1:. sill 
2 . box 
3 . lintel 
4. studding 
5 . joist 
1. gum 
2 . pine 
3 . poplar 
4 . oak 
5. maple 
1. on the roof 
2 . in the cellar 
3 . near the floor 
4. over a doo r 
5. near the chimney 
22 . Mos t carpentry may be classified 1. 
as either: 2 . 
inside or outside 
rough or finish 
c abinet or frame 
mi ll or model 
marking or cutting 
~' o . 
4 . 
5 . 
23. The ca:l"penter who works cutting, 1. 
fitting, and installing 2 . 
bench carpenter 
finish carpenter 
shop carpenter 
general carpenter or 
moldings , baseboards , door-
frames, doors, and hardwood 
floors is known as a: 
24 . The best description of the 
actions performed by the con-
struction carpenter is 
contained in item: 
• 
7 
v o 
4 . 
5. 
Carpenter I 
flask carpenter 
1. walking and carrying 
2 . bending and reaching 
3. lifting and handling 
4. standing and reaching 
5. walking and reaching 
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Carpente r - 4 -
25 . The worker who has the greates t 1. fin i sh carpenter 
cabinet maker 
breake r carpenter 
need for skill in doing fine 2 . 
work is the : 3 . 
4. bank carpenter 
5. surfac e carpenter 
26 . I t is necessary for the l. shoulders and le g s 
hands and back 
back and shoul ders 
arms and l eg s 
hands and feet 
c arpente r to have especially 2 . 
strong : 3. 
4 . 
5. 
27 . The carpenter ' s training should l. 
equip him to do all of the 
read b lueprints and 
spec ifications 
form j o ints and make 
splices 
f ollowing EXCEPT : 2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
fi gure materials neede d, 
time , and costs on 
r epair jobs 
determine costs on in-
sta llinz prefabricated 
building features 
determine U:e location of 
e l ec tric a l ou t l e ts 
28 . The c arpentEJr would have the 1. read b lueprints 
l e ast use for training in how 2 . judge quality and strength 
of materials to: 
29. The ·l eas t important qualifi-
cation f or success a s a 
carpen ter i s: 
30. The l e isure time a ct i vity with 
the bes t application to 
carpentry is: 
31 . The course of study mos t help-
ful to a carpenter in trainin g 
him to vi s u aliz e fi gures and 
forms is: 
3 . 
4 . 
I:; 
'-' • 
sharpen and c are fo r edge 
t ools 
operate s urveying in-
strument s 
est i mate costs and 
materials 
l. go o d eye sight 
2 . sen s itive t ouch 
3 . care and ac curacy 
4 . manual dexterity 
5. physical streng th 
l. debating 
2 . mode l maki ng 
3 . e tching 
4 . club wo rk 
5 . collecting 
1. plane ge ome try 
2 . solid se ome try 
3. plEme and solid c;e ome try 
4 . calculus 
5. algebra 
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32. The most desi r able cor:1b ina tion 
of subjects for a per 3on to 
take if he v;ere planning to 
become a carpenter is: 
33 . Under the usual apprentice -
ship agreement the apprentic e 
works on the job but in 
addition receives supplementary 
instruction in a t rade or 
vocat ional school for 
approximate l:,r : 
34. To qual ify f or an apprentice -
ship in carpentry, the 
candidate shoul d have: 
35 . If a p e r son is unable to se -
cure an b . .f--pren ticeship and 
still wants to l earn carpentry, 
he may do it by obtaining a 
job as an unsldlled helper: 
36 . The maximmn age fo r entering 
a carpenter's apprenticeship 
is ord inari l y: 
37. The carpenter ' s apprentice 
ordinar ily would receive 
tra ining in a ll of the 
following EXCEPT: 
38 . The apprentice carpenter ' s 
averace time in study during 
the school year is 
approximate l y: 
!~:e· 
~ .: .. 
Car:;:>enter - 5 -
l . junior business t raining, 
law 
2 . 
3 . 
ll 
~ · 
5. 
l . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
mechanica l drawing , scienc~ 
and e conomic s 
science , business training 
langu ages , mathematics , 
and economics 
mathematics , mechanical 
drawing , and science 
1 50 hours per year 
250 hours per year 
500 hours pe r year 
750 hours per year 
1,000 hours per year 
l. an elementary school 
education 
2 . seven grades of school 
3 . nine grades of school 
4 . a hi gh s chool education 
5 . enough education to permit 
him to read and write 
1 . wi th a union carpenter 
o,r contractor 
2 . in a lw~ber yard 
3 . to a r outer operator in a 
lumbe::. ... mi ll 
4 . with a non union carpenter 
or contractor 
5 . making c arpenters' tools 
l. 21 
2 . 22 
3 . 23 
4 . 24 
5 . 25 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5 . 
l . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
fre ehand sketching 
e l emen tary cabinetmaking 
blueprint reading 
sizing walls 
build ing codes and safety 
practices 
a half a day a vveek 
a day a week 
a dav everv two weeks 
... v u 
a day a 1110n th 
5 . one ni ght a week 
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39 . The apprentice period which is 1 . 
usually n e cessary in order to 2 . 
qualify as a jou:eneyman 3 . 
carpenter is : 4 . 
5 . 
40 . The de v e lopment which will have l . 
t he greate s t effect on the work 2 . 
o f the carpente r is: 3. 
4 . 
Carpen ter - 6 -
six months to one year 
one to two years 
two to three years 
three to four ye ars 
four to five years 
s olar heating 
pane l heating 
prefabrication 
use of plastic bonde d 
plywoo ds 
\". ,: 
5 . wal l board replacing l aths 
and plaster 
41 . The proportion of all car- l. one quarter 
one third p onters employed in the 2 . 
construction of buildings 3. one half 
in 1940 was: 4 . two thirds 
three quarters 5 . 
42 . The carpent e r is apt to do l . in or on partly finished 
most of his wo rk: 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
building s 
in workshops and factories 
out-of- doors 
indoors 
in lofts and lumber yards 
43. The mlnn-l ~"ll union hourly wage l. •1~ 1 r::;o an hour ~j • '-' 
~~ 1 . 70 rate fo r carpenter s in the 2 . an hour 
$ 1.90 Boston a r ea (as of January 1 5 , 3 . 
19 48 ) is approx i mate ly: 4 . ~2 .10 
$ 2 . 30 
an hour 
an hour 
5 . an hour 
44. Tho p e rcentaze of the journey- l. 20 to 50 
man 1 s salary l'ecei ved by the 2 . 30 to 60 
apprenti ce carpent e r ranges 3 . 
from: 4. 
40 to 80 
30 80 
45 . The size of the carpen t e r's 
war,e s is determine d by three 
things : the section of the 
country in which he live s , 
whether or not he be longs to 
a union, and the : 
46. The numbe r of carpente rs em-
ployed in the Unite d State s 
a ccording to the 19 40 c ensus 
was approximate ly: 
47 . Wi th the shortage of housing 
existing in the Unite d States , 
the re will be a shortage of 
skilled carpenters for: 
to 
5 . 40 t o 90 
l. age of the worke r 
2 . size of the community 
3 . time of the ye ar 
4 . legal minimum vra g e 
5 . numbe r of apprentices 
1. 350 ,000 
2 . 450 ,000 
3 . 550 , 000 
4 . 650,000 
5. 750 ,000 
1. all of 1948 
2. the next f ew months 
3 . the next fevl yGars 
4. always 
5. intermittently 
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48. The percentage of American 
homes which are constructed 
mainly of wood is 
approximately: 
49. The worker whose job is most 
different from that of the 
construction carpenter is the: 
50. Compared to the carpenter's, 
the cabinetmaker's wage and 
hour schedule is: 
51. The Job to which the carpenter 
is most likely to be promoted 
is: 
52. The name of the carpenters' 
union is: 
53. The carpenters' union is: 
54. The condition most apt to 
cause a carpente r to have 
ill health or discomfort 
is: 
Carpente r -7-
l. 50 
2 . 60 
3 . 70 
4. 80 
5. 90 
1. finish carpenter 
2. rough carpenter 
3. shop carpenter 
4. unive rsal-wood-working 
machine operator 
5. form builder 
1. better 
2 . the same 
3. not as good 
4. more apt to change from 
day to day 
5. on the same pay scale as 
machine operators 
1. contract superintendent 
2 . carpenter foreman 
3. carpenter helper 
4 . maintenance carpenter 
5. universal-Woodworking -
machine operator 
1. In te rnational Woodworkers ' 
Association 
2 . International Association 
of Carpenters, Cabinet-
makers, and Roofers 
3 . Construction Workers of 
America 
4. International Brotherhood 
of Construction Workers 
5 . The United Brotherhood of 
Carpenters and Joiners 
of America 
1. not very powerful 
2. v ery s tr•ong 
3 . weak 
4. erratic 
5. of average power 
l. nervous strain 
2 . bad weather 
3. cramped working quarters 
4 . falling obj e cts 
5. littere d floors 
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55. The main trouble with car~ 
p en try is that it lacks: 
56 . The work of the carpenter: 
57 . To the carpenter the g reatest 
health or accident .hazard is: 
I 
58. The acci d.en t rate of the car -
penters compared to the rest 
of the building trade is: 
59. The m . l.i'nber of days 1 work per 
year which the c arpente r 
usually conside rs to be full 
time ranges from: 
Carpenter - 8 -
l. opportunity for advancement 
2 . payment according to skill 
rate 
3 . opportunity to u se ones 
own ideas 
4. variety of work 
5 . opportunity to use al l 
muscles 
l. is safe and clean 
2 . produces results that can 
be seen , 
3. demands no hard physical 
exertion 
4. is done unde r cover 
5. is steady 
l. skin irritants; falling 
obj ec ts 
2 . toxic odors; moving obj e cts 
3 . falling from high plac es; 
cuts and brui se s 
4. s udden temperature changes; 
dust 
5. vibration; excessive 
d8mpness 
l. one fourth as large 
2 . half as large 
3 . e qual to 
4 . two to three time s as large 
5. four times as large 
\ l. 125 to 140 
2 . 140 to 200 
3 . 200 to 260 
4 . 225 to 275 
5 . 250 to 312 
60 . The v:.ride spread u se of new l. do not r e quire much repair 
are usually installed or 
applied mechanically 
p ennit cheaper cons truction 
are sold in uniform sizes 
frequently 
building materials such as 2. 
asbestos siding and rubber 
tile is not favorable to 3 . 
the future employment prospe cts 4. 
of the carpenter because t hose 
mate rials: 5 . are installe d or applied 
by other trades 
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THE ELECTRICIAN 
An Occupational Information Test for High School Students 
EXPLANATION: 
This is a test of information about the worl{ , p:t•eparation, 
and problems of an electrician. 
DIRECTIONS: 
l. Fill in the informat ion requested on the answer sheet 
(prin ted in b lue). In s pace 1, under "School," write the name 
of the trade , if any , in which you are specializing . Leave b lank 
the space beneath "C ity, " and the spaces for "Scores," and "Part." 
2 . READ TIIE DIRECTIONS AND THE SAMPLE ON THE AHSW"ER SHEET . 
F'ollow these directions in answer ing the questions. 
1. "A worl:e r vvho lays out, as sembles, 1. electrical - research 
installs , and tests electr_ical 
fi x tures, apparatus , con trol 
equip!ne nt , and wil,ing use d in 
the ala rm , radio , communication, 
l i ght Md po wer systems of 
builc1.ings or other cons true tion 
proj ects " is usually called an: 
2. The proceis of installing con-
duits or pipes before t he walls 
and floors of a new construction 
are c ompleted is called by the 
e l ectrician: 
3 . The rules governing safety pre-
cautions in electrical wiring 
are enforced by the: 
4 . The person who usually "lays out 
the work for the 11 electrical 
wireman, makes decisions about 
work problems is the: 
5. "An instrument for d e tecting the 
presence of an electric charge 
on a body, or for determining 
whether the charge j_s positive 
or neg ative is callod tho : 
6 . The name of the ins tru..>nen t us ed 
to me asure electrical pressure 
is tho : 
2 . 
'2: 
V o 
4: . 
5 . 
ene;lneer 
electrical tester 
electric assemble r 
e lectro-chemist 
electrician 
1. pulling through 
2 . f i gur ing on a job 
3 . elementary installation 
4 . roughing in 
5 . semi - f -inishing 
1. local police 
2 . union 
3 . archi teet 
4 . contrac tol'' 
5. build ing inspector 
1. foreman 
2 . electrical wir eman 
3 . union steward 
4 . general foreman 
5 . electrical engineer 
1. Gei ge r c ounter 
2 . Wi l son cloud chambe r 
3 . e lectroscope 
4. · electrograph 
5 . e l e ctor 
l . conunuta tor 
2 . kid: needl e 
3. r es istance divide r 
4. wattmeter 
5 . voltme t e r 
t.oo 
7 . "An e l e ctrical t est ing device 
u sed to locate shor t circuits , 
on small and mediwn sized 
armatures" is called . tho: 
B. Short pieces of wire "plac e d 
in a circuit , which melt and 
open tho circuit when more 
tha n a definite amount of 
e l e ctricity flows t hrough" 
are call e d· t he : 
9 . "A device for producing , by 
means of an e l e ctrical current , 
a current of diffe rent strength 
or potential " is called·tho : 
10 . The e l Gctrici an uses all of the 
follo vJil"lg tools excep t · tho : 
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1 . electroscope 
2 . relay 
3 . bus - bal" 
4. growler 
5 . trouble d e t e ctor 
1 . meggers 
2 . fus e s 
3 . e l e ctrolytes 
4 . joule s 
5 . Watt - me ters 
1 . circuit breaker 
2 . condenser 
3 . obmmoter 
4 . generator control 
5 . tl"ansfo r me r 
1 . hacksaw 
2 . soldering iron 
3 . drill 
4. router 
5 . hange r press 
11 . The device u sually used to 1, 
measure the amount of e l e ctricity 2 . 
voltmete r 
ammet e r 
12 . 
13. 
con sumod 1 · :~ the purchas e r is 3 . 
the : 4. 
5 . 
"A conductor joining two points 1 . 
in a circuit so as to form a 2 . 
p aralle l or derived circuit 3 . 
through wh ich a portion of the 4 . 
curren t may pass , in order to 5 . 
r egulate the wnount passing i n 
th3 m& in circuitrr is calle d a: 
For cutting BX cable the 1 . 
e l e ctrici an usually uses tho : 2 . 
3 . 
ohnnne ter 
watt - hour mete r 
e l e ctric calorime ter 
secondary circuit 
series connection 
shunt 
T:Iarconi 1 s path 
telephone circuit 
tin snip 
bolt cutte r 
hack,... saw 
4 . powe r she e.rs 
5 . file 
1 4 . When the outl e t boxes and the 
conduit s (or cable s) have been 
installe d •and conn e cted the 
work of the elec tric a l 
wir eman: 
1 . must wait until the 
plaste r e rs and carpe nt -
ers have finished 
2 . is l oft to be finished by 
the e l ectric a l tester 
3 . continues until the wires 
have b een pul l ed through 
4. continue s until it is 
completely finished 
5 . i s l e ft to be co :mpleted by 
the electric serviceman 
15. "The end of the condu:i,t 
entering the outlet box is 
usually": 
16. After the plasterers and car~ 
penters have completely 
finished constructing a house, 
the electricians return to: 
17. "An electro - raagnetic device 
that controls the opening and 
clo sing of an electric current 
is called tho : 
18. A short strip of conducting 
material , usually made of 
coppe r, use d on switchboards 
and distribution panels as a 
c ommon junction between · two 
or more electrical currents¥ 
is called a: 
1 9 . 'Th e set of rules reco gnized by 
the electrical i ndustry as a 
gui de to minimum safety re-
quirements in wiring is 
called : 
20. "Practically all materials 
used by electrical workers _ 
boar the approval tag of the": 
21. The guage wire usually used on 
the branch circuits of a small 
frame house is usually number: 
22. Two or more differently colored 
wires wound with heavy kraft 
pape r and a thin layer of 
stee l are called : 
Elec trician -3-
1. machined 
2. brazed 
3. threaded 
4 . enarneled 
5. insula ted 
1. install outlet boxes 
2. pull wires through 
3 . install conduit 
4. connect cable to boxes 
5. install switch boxes 
1. shunt 
2 . ammeter 
3. voltmeter 
4. Vv11.eatstone bridge 
5. relay 
1. shunt 
2. relay 
3 . bus-bar 
4. cross bar 
5. k ick pipe 
1. "Faraday's First Law" 
2. minimum safety rules 
3 . United States building 
code · 
4. National Ele ctrical Code 
5. International Insurance 
Specifications 
1. Consumers Research 
Laboratories 
2. Good Housekeep i ng 
Laboratories 
3. American Medical 
Association 
4. National Ele ctri6al Con-
tractors' Association 
5. Unde rwriters' Testing 
Laboratory 
1. 8 
2. 10 
3. 14 
4. 1 8 
5. 20 
1. stee l wire 
2. co a ted conduit 
3. damp-proof wire 
4 . tel ephone wire 
5. armored cable 
1.02 
• 
23 . "Knob and tube wiring uses 
rubbe r covere d wire and 
i nsulators" made of: 
24. In a t wo wire cable the wires 
are black and white ; in a 
three wire c able the third 
wire i s : 
25 . The steel pipe through which 
ele ctricians run wires is 
c alled : 
26 . 
27 . 
28. 
29 . 
30 . 
Another name for an outlet 
box is: 
Fi xtur e men, switchboard 
e r ec t ors , &'1d a larm installers 
a re class ified by the In t er-
nationa1 Brotherhood of 
Electri cal Workers as : 
Wh en appl ying for a license, the 
journeyman e l e ctrician is tested 
on his knowledge of trade 
practi ce s , funda~ental 
ele ctric a l l aws and : 
In order to become e lig ible to 
become a journeyman e lectrici an , 
the g raduate of the industrial 
electrician's course must: 
The number of municipalities 
requiring journeymen e l e ctri-
cians to take licensing 
exami nat ions includes : 
Electrician - 4 -
1. rubber 
2 . l e ather 
3, press ed pape r 
4 . porcelain 
5. impreg - wood 
l. blue 
2 . orang e 
3 . red 
4 . g reen 
5 . brown 
' 1. circular loom 
2. BX cable 
3 . conduit 
4 . Curvex 
5 . ele ctrician 's tubing 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
fuse b ox 
outlook 
switch box 
box terminal 
p e r forated r e ceptacle 
1.03 
l. 
2 . 
3. 
outside e l ectrical wo r ke rs 
ins i de electrical worker s 
vo ice , so und , and vis ion 
4 . 
5. 
, 
..Le 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5 . 
l. 
2,. 
3 . 
4 . 
electrical worker s 
railroad electrical workers 
shop electrical worke rs 
training sta~dards 
the Co de 
F E Merger 
N. E .A. 
voluntary arbitr ation 
s end his d iploma to city 
hall 
have one job a pproved 
o b t ain pract ical ex-
p erience wor king 
serve a full apprentice-
ship 
pas s his state examination 
mos t 
some 
f ew 
hardl y any 
5. none 
31. In wiring a hou;3e the e l e c-
tric a l wireman carries out the 
de t ai l s of hi s vm rk accord i n g 
to: 
32. The most valuable courses for 
the electrical worker are: 
• 
El ectrician ,..5-
l. the rule of thwnb 
2 . the directions o f the 
boss carpenter 
3. a blueprint or pencil 
slwtch 
4. routes followed by tl1e 
ph:t.mber 
1', 
5. verbal dire ctions of the 
contrac t superintendent 
1. economi cs and mathematics 
2. junior business training 
and mechanics 
3. languages aild mecha.'l.ical 
drawing 
4. physics and mechanical 
drawi ng 
5 . bookkeeping and English 
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33. Electrical contractors and union l. 
officials recommend that during 2. 
the f our-year high school course 3. 
junior business training 
physics 
mathematics 
the student should include in 4. m&.'l.ual training 
chemistry each seme ster some: 5. 
34. The usual starting age for an 
ele ctrician's apprentice is 
from: 
35. During the fir s t year the 
apprentice mu s t: 
36. In orde r to improve the appren-
tice training, many local 
unions have provided supplemen-
tary study in:. 
l. 14 to 18 
2 . 16 to 19 
3. 17 to 21 
4 . 19 to 25 
5. 20 to 30 · 
l. spend three quS:rters of 
every work day in school 
2. serve as a helpe r to a 
j ourneyman 
3. work wi thout any wages 
4 . accept comple te respon-
sibility for the quality 
of tho work he do e s 
5. comple te two corre spondence 
cours e s 
1. all o f the related 
building trades 
2. loc a l public trade schools 
3. corres ponde nce courses 
4; a company ope rate d school 
5. a cooperative school 
whe rein appr entice s 
t each e ach othe r 
37 . The main reason why many con-
tractors find it difficult to 
train apprentic e e lectricians 
today is that: 
38 . "In general practice it has 
be e n esto..blisho d that the 
ratlo of apprentices to 
j our·ne yn1•:; n should be no 
g r eater than one apprentice 
for e very: 
39 . The leve l of education which 
is prefo:t'red by the employers 
of appr entice electricians is: 
40 . Tlw e l e ctrician apprentice must 
ordinarily serv o a training 
period of: 
41 . The industry employing the 
greatest number of e l e ctrical 
wor lwrs is : 
42 . Tho scene of work of most 
electrical wiremen is: 
43 . The minimum uni on hourly 
rate for elec tricians in 
wage 
the 
Boston Area ( as of January 15, 
1 948 ) is approxima toly: 
t:; 
Ele ctrician -6-
l . su i tab le appl i cants are 
lacking 
2 . the nu~ber of journeymen 
r egularly employed is 
inadequate 
3 . union training standards 
are too high 
4 . high l abor costs are 
prohib i tive 
5 . new deve lopments make it 
impossible to atandar-
dize a course 
l. ten to fift een j ourneymen 
2 . e ight to nine journe~non 
3 . six to seven journeyme n 
:1. four to five journe ymen 
,) • two to throe journeyme n 
1.05 
l . e l ementary school education 
2 . seven grades 
3 . nine grades 
4 . two years of high schoo l 
5 . high school graduation 
l . 6 mon·ths to one year 
2 . l - 2 year s 
3 . 3 4 years 
4 . 4 - 5 years 
5 . 5 - 6 years 
l. manufacturing of e l ectrical 
equipment 
2 . powe r plants 
3 . construction 
4 . t extile 
5 . transporta tion 
l . factori es , workshops, and 
stores 
2 . wor l<shop s , fi :oproof 
buildings , ru1d garage s 
3 . dwelling houses , and 
apartmen t houses , and 
co1nmercial buildings 
4 . out of doors , or in power 
plants 
5. factories, radio stations , 
and t elephone offices 
l. ;~ 1. 75 an hour 
2. ~~ 1.95 an hour 
3 . 1~ 2 11::: q, • 0 iiJ.n hour 
4 . ~;i2 . 25 an hour 
5 . ~; 2 . 45 an hour 
44. Tho per c entage of the j ournoy-
man's wa ge re c e i ved by the a pp -
r entice i s : 
45. According t o t h e 1940 c ensus 
thG n umb e r of e L)ctricians 
i n the Uni te d State s was: 
46 . Tho f u ture employment pro s p e cts 
for t h e e l e ctric a l wir eman aro: 
47. T~l8 nunbo r of e l e ctricians 
emplo y-3d in 19 40 was l o ss tha n 
in 1 9 30 probab ly b e c au se : 
48 . Ove r a long perio d t h e fi e ld 
which s o0ms mo s t like ly to 
crea t e i mpr oved employment 
pro s p e cts for t ho e l ectrical 
wir Gman is: 
49 . Tho job mos t s i mila r to t he 
ele ctrical wireman's is: 
50. All of t he follo wing a r e 
promotion possib ilitie s for 
t ho e l e ctrical wi~eman 
except: 
1. 
n 
{_, . 
3 . 
4 . 
r:; 
'-'• 
25 
~ r:; 
..J'C,..) 
25 
33 
33 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
Ele ctrician 
50 
75 
66 
50 
66 
1. 50,000 
2 . 75 ' 000 
3. 100,000 
4. 150 , 000 
5 . 200 , 0 00 
-7-
1. poor an d growing worse 
2. fair but growin~ wors e 
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3 . ave rage and r emaining the 
same 
4 . goo d and improving 
5 . e xcellent but growing 
wor s0 
l. more e ffici ent wor ke rs h a d 
b oon tra ine d 
2. bGt t c r methods of work had 
lo we r ed t h c-:l nee d for 
wor lco rs 
3 . h ous e wiring s ystems we re 
b e ing pre f abricate d and 
pac k age d 
4 . the depr e ssion had slowe d 
building a ctivity 
5. b e tte r ma t e rials l a ste d 
longe r and r e quire d 
l e ss r epair 
1 . t e l e v i sion 
:2 . illuinina t e d s i gn 
adverti s ing 
3 . I' a dio 
4 . rura l e l e ctrification 
5. s a l e of e l e ctric al 
acc e ssorie s 
1. stage e l e ctrici an 
2 . circus e l e ctricia n 
3 . building main tGna.Dc e 
e l e ctrician 
4 . r a dio repai rman 
5 . armature winde r 
1. foreman 
2 . job s uperintendent 
3 . e stima tor 
4. ele ctric al supply sale sma n 
5. e l e ctric -slope en g ineer 
51. The job which <vould be con-
s ide r ed a promo t ion by most 
e lectrical wiremen i oo 
..:> • 
52 . If t he union can not supply 
1.m. i on 1."rorkers to a contractor 
when he needs them, the union 
will usually: 
53 . The electricians' union is the: , 
54. Because of the hiring policy of 
the National Electrical Con-
tractors' Assoc iation, union 
membership for the apprentic e s 
and journeyman may be 
con s idered: 
55 . The work of the electrical 
wireman most frequentiy brings 
him into contact with: 
56 . In a ddition to the a dvantages 
that the work of the electrical 
wireman is healtb,y and offers 
plenty of variety, it also is 
true that: 
Electrician - 8 -
1 . electric-try-out man 
2 . electric - s lope engineer 
3 . foreman , or chief 
electrician 
4. electric-truck-crane-
opel'ator 
5. electrologist 
1. refuse to let the work be 
done 
2 . issue temporary working 
permits to non-union men 
obta ined by the 
contractor 
3 . picket the job if non-
union men are employed 
4. _prevent supplies from 
being delivered until 
union men are avai l able 
5. diplomatically i g nore the 
whole situation in order 
to "save face ." 
1. United Association of 
Electricians 
2 . National Association of 
Electricians 
3. International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers 
4 . American El ectrical 
Wo~kers ' and Operators' 
Union 
5 . Union of Automobi l e , 
Ag ricultural, and 
Electrical Equipment 
Workers 
1 . conpulsory 
2 . desi r ab le 
3. unnecessary 
4. immaterial 
5. d iscrete 
l. dampness 
2. silica dust 
3 . toxic conditions 
4. dirt 
5. oil 
1. it is a good basis for 
further specialization 
2. it is safe and clean 
3 . it is not seasonal 
4. working conditions are 
comfortable 
5. location of work is 
permanent 
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57 . Compare d with the o ther bu :L l d ing l. 
trade workers the e l ec trici ans 2 . 
d id not have as hard a time 
took jobs for loss money 
.found jobs in related and 
exp andin g f i8lds 
durin.:; t ho depl~ossion because: 3 . are , on the 1111h'ole , b e tter 
mechanics 
58 . Most insur Emce compani e s do not 
charge more than tho normal 
premium for e l e c tr :Lcal worke rs 
on interior wiring unless the 
wor ke r i s empl oyed on voltage 
ab ove : 
59 . The least common source of 
i njury, di s comfort, or sick~ 
nes s for the electrical 
wi reme_n is : 
60. The mo st dangerous job is: 
61. The l east important r eason for 
the over-all irregu~arity of 
the e l e ctric a l wireman 's 
employment is: 
62. All of the fol lowing are g oo d 
winter job possibilities fo~ 
t!:..e e l e ctrical wir eman EXCEPT: 
4 . 
5. 
divi ded the work they had 
to make "it go around ." 
were paid a libe ral sub -
sistence wage by the 
union 
1, 120 
2. 440 
3. 220 
4 . 1000 
5. 1500 
1. climbing to h i gh pla ces 
2. crawling into awkward 
place s 
3 . worK1ng in damp d irty base -
ments on repa ir jobs 
4 . working in cold or dampness 
in unfinishe d buildings 
5. being struck by flying 
1. 
2 . 
':;,: 
v . 
4 . 
5. 
b its of metal 
electrical wireman 
e lectric motor r e p a irman 
front ele ctrician 
trouble shoote r for light 
c ompany 
e l e ctrical inspector 
l. delays whi l e other building 
me chanics fini s h their 
work 
2. falling off of construction 
during the cold season 
3 . varying amount of con-
struction b e cause of 
chang ing business 
condi tions 
4. strike s and slowdowns 
5. the n ee d to change to a 
n ew location when one 
job is finished 
l. wiring old house s 
2 . making additions and alter-
ations in exis ting 
bui l dings 
3. doing trouble work 
4 . r e pairing e l e ctrical 
apparatus 
5. wiring n ew b.ulldings 
63. During the slack seasons the 
apprentices who are not 
covered by a ste ady work 
agreement are: 
64. The new deve lopment which will 
probably have the gre ate st 
e ff e ct on the future employment 
prospects of the electrical 
wireman is: 
Electrician -10-
1. given a pay cut 
2 . forc ed to work overtime 
3 . sent to school f~ll time 
4; . l a id off unles s they are 
promising 
5. placed on pieco work 
1. asbestos siding 
2e prefabricated houses 
3. radar 
4. silicone rubber 
5. flash ~olding 
1.09 
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THE MACHiniST 
An Occupational Information Test for High School Students 
EXPLANATION : 
This is a test of information about the work, preparation, 
and problems of a machini st . 
DE tECTIONS : 
1 . F ill in the i nformation requested on the answer sheet 
(printed in blue) . In s pace l , under 11 School," write the name 
of the t::."ade , if any , in which you are spe cializing . Leave b l ank 
the .space bene a t h "City , " and the spaces f or " Scores , " and "Part ." 
2 . READ THE DIRECTI ONS AHD THE SAI<IPLE ON THE ANSWER SHES'r . 
F'ollow thes e dire ctions in answering the questions . 
- - ~ - - - - - - -
l . a machinist is a worke r who: 
2 . Of the follo wing qualities 
t he machinist has the 
greatest need of: 
3 . In the shop t h e mach inist 
apprentice first learns: 
4 . By " tolerance" the machinist 
means: 
5 . A machine adjuster is also 
called a: 
l. des i gn s machinery 
2 . puts metal roofs on houses 
3 . main tain s steam driven 
equipment 
4 . we l d s boiler p l ates together 
5 . shapes machinery parts from 
meta l s tock 
1 . academic abi l ity 
2 . me ch2.n i cal abi l ity 
3 . social ability 
4 . clerical abi lity 
5 . artistic a b i l ity 
1 . simple la the work 
2 . the use of han.d tools 
3 . -the wo rk on the drill press 
4 . the milling machine 
5 . henchmen machinist work 
1 . t :t1e thidmess of metal l eft 
fo r po l i shing 
2 . the t hiclmess of metal l ef t 
for g rinding 
3 . the al l o wance of r oom for 
the oil b.Yld grease 
4 . the limit s of permissibl e 
ina ccuracy 
5 . t he rne tric ~l marginal 
allowance 
l . too l troubleman 
2 . job setter 
3. b lueprint interprete r 
4 . gauge checker 
5 . measurement chi e f 
:1:10 
5 . A worker who nspec ializes in 
thB construction , repair , 
main ter:ance, and calibration 
of machine shop tools , jigs , 
fixtures, and instruments 
is called tho : 
7 . The worker who assembles the 
11 separate pG_rts into finished 
machines and sets up the 
machines with the necessary 
shaftings, be lt , or other 
connections " is called: 
8 . The best set of equipment 
for a man starting a smal l 
machine shop on a very 
limited capital ~ould b e: 
9 . A machine that surfaces or 
shapes p~::.rt .s with a 
reciprocating cutting too l 
is: 
10 . A planer is used to: 
11 . A device which the machinist 
use s to duplicate the 
accurate spacing of holes 
bored in a pie ce of work is· 
the : 
12 . The machine you would be 
l eas t l i ke ly to find in a 
machine shop is tho: 
,.-
l . 
2 . 
7 v o 
4 , 
r 
o . 
Machinist - 2 -
millwright 
rlgger 
tool designer 
1:·mchine opel"'ator 
toolmaker 
toolmake r 
11.:1 
l . 
2 . 
3 . 
general all-around machinist 
millwright 
4 . 
5 . 
rigge r 
stationary engineer 
l . ·• lathe, di' illp:>es s , hacksaw, 
grinder , small welding 
outfit 
2 . pl aner , shaper, turret la t h e , 
milling machine, universal 
gr'inder 
3. planer , shaper , broaching 
machinff, universal g rinde r , 
turret lathe 
4 . lathe , drill press , lapping 
machino, horizontal boring 
machine , plane r 
5 . band saw, ·planer , shaper , 
honing machine 
l . shap or 
2~ planer 
3 . lathe 
4 . rabet ing plane 
5 . ra s p 
l . we l d metal 
2 . make joints 
3 . surface ~cavy stock 
4 . copy and enl arge designs 
5 . reproduce b lueprints 
1 . s pind l e spacer 
2 . boring mill 
3 . multiple jig press 
4 . jig borer 
5 . automatic screw machine 
l . drill press 
2 . grinder 
3 . shaper 
4 . milling machine 
5 . rotary lathe 
13. A ma chine that pulls a rod with l. 
proj a cting , a±ting t ee th , 2 . 
each a little large r than the 3 . 
preceding one throu gh or ove r 4 . 
the part to b e ma chine d is the: 5 . 
14 . A gauge wi t h a movable spindle , ~ 1 . 
so that the diamete r of a 2 . 
pie c e c a n be measure d to a 3 . 
thousan dth of an inch is called 4 . 
a ~ 5 . 
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broaching mach ine 
thr ead milling machine 
circulm"' - sawing- machine 
gear gene r ator 
turre t lathe 
fixture 
micromete r c a liper 
d i e setter 
inside marker 
j ob setter 
15 . A machin ist customarily p e r -
for~s a ll of the follo wing 
ope r at ions EXCEPT: 
1 . boring 
2 . planing or shaping 
3 . grinding 
4 . milling 
5 . joining 
1 6 . 
17 . 
1 8 . 
19 . 
Wl1.on pieces of me tal which are 1 . 
to be machined are rotated 2 . 
a gains t cutting tools in a 3 . 
l a the , the process is c a lled : 1 . 
5 . 
Making surfaces flat b y holding 1 . 
the work still a:::1d moving the 2 . 
t oo l bac k and forth ove r it is 3 . 
called : 4 . 
5 . 
Th e prop e r way to l·we p l e a thor l. 
b e lting i n cond ition is to 2 . 
clean it oc cas iona lly and to 3 . 
trea t it with : 4 . 
5 . 
In production grinding , a stream 1. 
of liquid i s playe d on the work 2 . 
and on the abrasive wh ee l in 3 . 
order to: 
5 . 
20 . The pro c e ss by which metal is 
cut and f'ormud b y n cutte r 
that has t ee th like a saw is 
c alled: 
1 . 
0 
'-' • 
3 . 
4 . 
21 . The bearin g me tal containing 
antimony, t i n , c oppe r , and 
l ead is: 
5 . 
1 . 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
mil l ing 
shaping 
turning 
l apping 
2;rindi ng 
l athing 
planinG 
shaping 
cros s -cutting 
spindling 
sho e polish 
rosin 
neatsfoot oil 
mine r a l oil 
woak soultion of amonia 
put out fires 
k ee p the work cool 
l ay the J.u s t 
bring out a high polish 
deaden t ho noi se 
milling 
turning 
grinding 
molding 
planing 
molybdenum 
brass 
Babbitt 
l ead · 
mone l 
:11.2 
22 . The machinist uses all of the 
fo llowing as abrasives EXCEPT: 
23 . The most efficient cutting 
oi l to u se on aluminum is : 
24 . The be2t kind of l ubricating 
oi l to use on a l athe is : 
25 . Tll.e WOl'ke r who simply "minds 11 
the machine i s called: 
. 2G . The worke r who specializes i n 
tri.e installation and assembly 
of machinery is c alled the: 
27. when a machine is being bui l t , 
t he work progresses from the 
patternmaker to the: 
28 . The physical activity whi ch 
the machini st ' s work requires 
the most i s: 
29 . The physical activity which 
the machinist ' s work requires 
the l e a st is: 
30 . A machinist's work requires 
that he fol l ow measurements 
to within as little as: 
l. 
2 . 
"" 
v o 
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corunduin 
diamond dust 
silicon carbide 
4 . tun3s ten carbide 
5. carborundum 
,.. 
: ·. ..f -t 3 
i:·. ...L..L 
l. lard oil , water , 3al soda 
2 . pure lard oil 
3 . pure turpentine 
4 . whi tE;J lead 
5. kerosene 
1. automobi l e engine oi l 
2 ~ machine oil 
3 . mineral oil 
4. vegetabl e oil 
5 . cotton seed oil 
1. machine speciali st 
2 . machine operator 
3 . ma chinist 
4 . b ench hand 
5 . j ourneyman machinist 
1. tool make r 
2 . set -up - man 
;::-s . millv1right 
4 . finish man 
5 . pro duction man 
1. mo l der 
2 . machinist 
3 . draftsman 
4 . jig- borer 
5 . millwri[.;ht 
l . lifting 
2 . fingering 
3 . f ee ling 
4 . bending 
5 . standing 
l. standing and bending 
2 . seeing and reaching 
3 . handling and fingering 
4 . depth perception 
5 . wa l king and carrying 
1. a thic k sheet of c a rdboard 
2 . ha l f the thickness of a 
human hair 
3 . a pane of window g l a ss 
4. the so l e of a shoe 
5. a dime 
31. If a person is going to be a 
machini st he shou ld be one 
who enjoys work VIhich: 
32 . If a per s on is going to be a 
machinist , he should have an 
interest in work which 
require s : 
33 . I n addition to machine sho p 
practic e the future machinis t 
ough t t o s tudy : 
34 . Tho high s chool subject in 
which the machini s t woul d 
be most apt to l earn about 
t he effects of aci d s upon 
his machinery is: 
35 . The apprentice shoul d l{now 
a l l of t h e following subje cts 
EXCEPT: 
~~·· .. 
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1 . invo l ves few details 
2 . is large l y rout ine 
3 . requires no cho ice as to 
the procedure to be 
used 
4 . requires a certain k i nd of 
pro du ct but permits the 
worker to determine fo r 
himse lf how he shall 
make it. 
5 . require s l arge amount s of 
inspiration, ins i ght , 
and original genius -
1.:14 
l. cons tall t con ta.c t wi t h other 
people 
2 . shaping things exac t l y to 
size 
3 . producing a creative i de a , 
and t hen l e aving the 
a ctua l vvork to ana ther 
per son 
4 . e st ima t ing distances but 
not measuring them 
5 . admini s tr ~ tion and draft ing 
l . manual t r a ining and 
economics 
2 . jun i or business tra ining 
and bo okkeepi ng 
3 . mechanical d rawing and 
e conomi cs 
4 . shop mathematic s and blue -
print r eadi ng 
5 . s olid g eometry and calculus 
l . physics 
2 . chemistry 
3 . geo l o gy 
4 . general shop 
5 . gen eral s cience 
1. maintenance of machine tooJs 
2 . u se of chucks and fixture s 
3 . u se of precision me asuring 
devices 
4 . l a y ing out stock and de -
termining work pro c edures 
5 . p ipe and in j e ction sys tems 
36 . 'l'he union rl.J.les stipulating 
the requirements for becoming 
a journeyman machinist state 
that serving an apprentice -
ship is required of: 
37 . In the majority of apprentice 
a g reements today the oppor -
tunities for t he apprent ice 
machinist t o have experi ence 
in al l types of machine work 
ar e : 
38 . Ordinarily not more than one 
apprentice machinis t is per-
mitte d for e very: 
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l . all excep t college graduates 
2 . everyone, with no exceptions 
3 . all except g r aduates of 
vocational high schools 
4 . a l l except g raduate 
engineers 
5. all except machine 
ope:r•ators 
1 . g1..-:.aran teed 
2 . probable 
3. problematical 
4. dependent on the foreman 
5. dependent on the kind of 
work done in the shop 
l . 5 journeymen 
2 . 6 journeymen 
3 . 10 journeymen 
4 . 12 journe~nen 
5 . 20 journe~non 
39 . Or d inarily a machinist 1. 16 and 20 
apprentice must be between: 2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
16 
17 
and 21 
and 22 
40 . Ordinarily t~1. o length of the 
machini s t apprenticeship is: 
41 . The greatest concentration of 
machinists is found in: 
• 
18 and 20 
18 all.d 25 
1 . six months 
2 . one year 
3 . two years 
4 . three years 
5 . four years 
l. printing plants 
2 . radio plants 
3 . railroad shops 
4 . steamships 
5 . automobile factories -
42 . Tho largest number of machinists 1 . communi cation and utilitie s 
airplane manufacturing 
textile manufacturing 
manuf'acturing tr ansporta -
tion equipment 
manufacturing rad io and 
e lectrical a cce ssorie s 
are emplo yed in : 2 ~ 
3 . 
4 . 
43 . A shop where each all-around 
machinist make s sma ll quan-
tities of a few diffe r en t 
parts , wo i king usually from 
sketches or blueprints is 
called a: 
5 . 
l . job shop 
2 . production ffi1op 
3 . metal shop 
4 . metal r epair and service 
shop 
5 . fou..ndry mill 
44 . The major i ty of ma chini st s 
a1~e emp l oyed in: 
45 . For machinist s the ave rage 
hourly union wage r a t e in 
the Boston area ( as of 
Hovem-oer 19 47) i s 
approximate l y: 
46 . Wha t fr a c t ion of the journe y -
ma n 1 s p a y do~c;s tho beginning 
machinist apprentice r e c e ive ? 
47 . Compai' o d to the nmnbe r of war 
time jobs as a l l around 
ma chinists , the numbor of . 
j obs i n tho ne x t fe w y ears 
shoul d: 
48 . The numbe r of m.achinists 
employed in tho United States 
a ccor d i nc to the 1940 c 0nsu s 
was approxi ma te l y : 
49 . The m.u.n.;)o r of machinist 
appr entice s in 1 940 com-
p a r ed to 1930 : 
50 . Tho t e ndency in manufactur ing 
i s to s implify oach proc e ss 
o f the work of tho all- around 
machinist unti l it c a n be pe r -
for~o d by a l o ss skille d 
machine t e nde r . 'Tho e :t'f'oc t 
o f this , u p t o tho present 
t ime , has b ean to mako the 
demand fo r machinists : 
51 . To provide r e pla c ements for 
tho m8.chinists lost t h r ough 
c.i,:)a th 01, r e tirement in the 
next t on years will r e quire 
ov e r: 
l . 
2 . 
~~ . 
4 . 
r.:: 
'-' • 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
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ma t a l shops 
meta l r epair shops 
" j ob shops " 
" pl~ o duc tioD shons" 
s rx; c i a l t y shops~ 
(~ 1 . 38 a n hotlr 
,if. , r.:: 8 an hour \i) -'- • '-' 
,·~ ., 78 {:~ J.. . an hour 
-''·1 98 :+P • an hour 
.':· <::> 18 oi' •~ • an hour 
1 . one f ourth 
2 . one third 
3 . one half 
4 . two third s 
5 . t hree fourths 
l . e qua l or exc eed the ~ar 
poak 
2 . n eve r r each tho w~ r peak 
1.:16 
3 . equc:tl half of th e vmr l e v e l 
4 . oquo. l double the v1ar l ove l 
5 . f a ll off steadily 
1 . 20 , 000 
2 . 200 , 000 
3 . 50 ' 0 00 
11. 500 , 000 
5 . 5,000 ,000 
1 . decreased by one half 
2 . I' onJ.D. inGd the same 
3 . increased s l i ghtly 
4 . i ncrease d by one th ird 
5 . d o c T'eased slightly 
l . s l i ghtly g reater 
2 . much gr c; ate r 
3 . s lightly l e ss 
4 . much l o ss 
5 . no diffe r ent 
1 . 10 , 000 new machinists 
2 . 20 , 000 " " 
3 . 30 , 000 " " 
4 . 40 , 000 " 
!! 
5. 50 , 000 !I " 
.-
52. Tho job to which th~ mo.chinist 
is mo s t liku l y t o b e p romo te d 
is thn t of t he : 
5 3 . 'rlw worko l~ v:ho is n:o s t like ly 
to be p r omote d to t he job of 
tllc machi n i st is t ho : 
5 4 . kos t clo se l y r e l at e d to the 
work of tho machini s t is 
the wo:"lc of tho : 
55 . A s trike of ma chini s t s may not 
b e c a lls d by tho local unle ss 
t ho membe rs vote for it by a 
:ma jori ty of: 
• 
56 . Tho machini s t woul d b o mo:c,t 
lik e ly t o b e long to: 
5'7 . The main d iffe r e nc e be t wee n a 
re~air gar age nnd a ma ch ine 
shop iHh on they bo t h emplo y 
tho s mno nur.ilbor of men is the 
&'Tiou.nt of: 
5 8 . The machini s t at work is most 
a pt to encoun t e r: 
I\:a chin i s t - 8 -
1. pipe cutte r 
2 . machine ope r ator or machine 
fixor 
3 . bro a chin g - mn.cJ:lino ope r a t or 
4 . tool and d i o maker 
5 . tur r e t l a the ope r a tor 
l . mi lling machine o p e r a tor 
2 . f a lle r 
3 . zig - z ag machine op e rator 
4 . b onde r, Hand II 
5 •. riveting ~achino o p or ator 
1., p a tto rnnw.k or 
2 . molde r , f o unde r , c as t o r 
3 . millwri r;ht 
4 . toolm3..ko r 
5 . in s.trum:m t r _:pairma n 
1 . t wo t h ird s 
2 . t h r oe fourths 
3 . ovor on e half 
4 . tho se p r esent 
5 . t h r co fifths 
1.1.7 
l. Tho Machinist s ', ~o chanics 1 , 
a n d Mi llwrights I 
Associ a tion ( MMA) 
2 . Th0 Iron o...nd S t ee l Worke rs 1 
:Inion 
3 . Tho United Automo b ile and 
Ae ronaut i c a l Workers ' 
Union 
4 . Th e I n t e rna tiona l As socia-
tion of Mach ini s ts 
5 . Tho Nat iona l Associat ion 
of i\lanufa cturors 
1. d irt 
2 . n o i se 
3 . smell 
4 . dust 
5 . t en1par a t111..,e 
1. h oat, humi dity 8.Yl d con-
f us ion 
2 . dus t , g r ease , a n d noi s e 
3 . cr arrrped qua rte rs, dn.mpne ss , 
to x ic cond ition s 
4 . s u dden t omp or a t u.r e change s 
5 . e l e ctric shoc k , dan ge r 
fr om f a lling 
59. The condition mo s t like ly to 
mo..kc tho ma chini s t unhappy 
about his work i s the : 
60 . The ma chini s t pla ns his own 
work: 
61. Tho machinist's grea t es t 
adv antage ove r mo s t othe r 
skille d craftsme n is that 
his : 
62 . Comuar ed with othe r machine 
sho~ worke r s a s to job 
s e curity during s lack 
s e asons , tho machinist 
is l ald o f f: 
63 . The most s c; l d om Gn counte r e d 
h eal th or a ccident hazard me t 
by t h o machinist i s : 
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1. degree of r egularity 
2 . size of tho wage 
o . amount of opportunity for 
adv8.ncomont 
1±. workin g cnvironacnt 
5 . payment by pi e cework 
1 . only when in busine ss for 
hims e lf 
2. only vir~on tho ,job spe ci -
fic at ion s o ind ic a t e s 
3 . only whe n tho boss says so 
:1:18 
4 . usually, ove n when cmp lo y·3d 
by anothe r 
5 . n e ve r 
l . apprentice s a l ary is high e r 
2 . r e spons ibility is g r e a t e r 
3 . work ing lifo is lancer 
4 . work wook is shorte r 
5 . opportvnity for trave l is 
g r Gator 
l . f irst 
2 . last 
3 . always 
Ll . irro £Sular1y 
5 . a t c e rtain s easons of the 
1 . constan t noise 
2 . irritation of oil use d on 
cutting mrichino s 
3 . cuts, bruises , and othe r 
injuria s 
LJ: . dus t 
5 . l e nd poisoning from 
h rm dling a lloys 
THE PRINTER 
An .Occupational Information Test for High School Student s 
EXPLANAT I ON: 
This is a test of information about the work, preparation , 
and problems of a printer. 
DIRECTIONS: 
l . Fill in the information reque s ted on the answer sheet 
(printed in b lue) . I n space l, unde r "School," write the name 
of the trade , if any, in which you are spe cial iz ing . Leave blank 
the space bene ath "C i ty, " and the space s for "Scores , " and 11 Part . " 
2 . READ THE DIRECTIONS AND THE SAT:iPLE ON 'rHE Al.TSWER SHEET . 
Fol l ow these d irections in answering the questions . 
l. The worker who repairs and 
adjusts the typesett i ng 
machines is the: 
2 . A worker who makes ready a.."ld 
tends . the operation of any 
type of printing press i s 
called: 
3 . The wo r l:er who 11 sets type by 
hand an.J.. assembl es the 
advertisements is called the : 
4 . The setting and adjusting of 
t he form and pres s is c alled: 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
l. stripper 
2 . press feeder 
3 . composing room foreman 
4 . machinist 
5 . .flong - maker 
1. press runne r 
2 . tip printer 
3 . machine presse r 
4 . pressman 
5 . press puller 
l. proof-press man 
2. imposer 
3 . assembler 
4 . compo sitor 
5 . stick man 
l. make - ready 
2 . wedge - locking 
3 . proving set -up 
4 . register adjustment 
5 . double wedging type matte r 
I 
5 . "A small, narrow, obl ong metal 1 . 
tray in which individual units 2 . 
composition case or mo ld 
compressor 
of type are arranged into 
words and lines" is called: 
6 . The curved plate used on a 
newspaper rotary press is 
called the: 
7, 
v o 
4 . 
colvin dobby 
c omposition bar 
composing stic k 
l. Li rio type 
2 . I.Ionotype 
3 . Ludlow 
4 . stereo type 
5 . photoengraving 
1.19 
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7 . The typesetting machine "which l. 
produces each line in a thick 2 . 
Ivionotype 
Linotype 
St3r e otvpe 
Electrotype 
Prototype 
slug or sT.rip of metal is 3 . 
called·tho : 4 . 
B. 
9 . 
10 . 
ll. 
The press which prints by 
closing up its jaws , with 
the type form on one jaw and 
the sheet of paper on the 
othe r is called·thc: 
City newspapers are u sual ly 
printed on: 
A typecasting machine com-
posed of a separate casting 
unit and li.:Gyboar d v.ihich 
punches holes or figures 
in a paper tape is called a : 
The duplicating process which 
make s a cast or plate from a 
matrix of paper is called: 
12 . Setting t hc0 type is calle d: 
13. Largo masses of small type 
s uch as appear in book page s 
or n ewspape r columns a re 
called : 
14 . The wo rke r who t akes page 
n forms" fpom the malwups 
and lays them out on l a r ge , 
hard- surfaced t ables and 
loc ks them for the press 
is c a lled the: 
15 . "In near l y all newspape r 
plants the s tra~ght matte r 
and part of tho display 
a re set by:" 
5 . 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
l. 
2 . 
'2; 
Uo 
4 . 
5 . 
l. 
2 . 
'7., 
v o 
4 . 
5 . 
1 ~ · 
2 . 
cylinde r press 
rotary press 
platen press 
r otogravure pre ss 
gal ley pres s 
cylin de r presses 
rotary presses 
offset presses 
lithographic presses 
platen presse s 
varitype 
phenotype 
mono type 
genotype 
intertypo 
ana type 
multilith 
analith 
4 . st e r e otype 
5. offset 
1 . exposition 
2 . composition 
3 . lithographing 
4. disp l ay chasing 
5 . matrix shaping 
1 . display matter 
2 . slugrega te 
3 . str£dgh t matter 
4 . quoin casting 
5 . stick copy 
l . layout man 
2 . offset - press man 
3 . production engineer 
4 . e l ectrotyper 
5 . stoneman 
l. h and composition 
2 . stenotype 
3 . linotype 
4 . e l ectrotype 
5. st e reot ype 
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16. "Full-time proofreade rs are 
usually assisted by a 
sort of apprentice" who is 
called the: 
17. A rough print or impression 
of a colwnn or page of 
straight matte r printed on 
a small press on p a per 
l a r ger than the job is 
c a lle d: 
1 8 . Arranging typo so . that the 
p ace s will appear in con-
secutiv e orde r when printed 
and folBd i s c al l ed : 
19. "A shea t of h eavy paper , 
cloth, or othe r mate rial 
dravm tightly OV EH' the press 
surface on which tho paper 
r e sts as it i s being 
prin tod" is call e d: 
20. "Articles ~ advertising or 
othe r matte r to b e printe d" 
are called : 
2 1. The metal u.sed in electro-
typing for duplicating the 
original typo is: 
22 . The job vvhich r equires · the 
most !!finge ring and seeing" 
is: 
23 . The principal qua lities 
necessary in the prospective 
linotype ope rator are: · 
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1. clerk 
2 . r eade r 
3 . inspector 
4. obs e rve r 
5. copyholder 
1. transcript 
2 . c ast 
3 . proof 
4. r ough copy 
5 . r e production 
1. make - up work 
2. malce - ready 
3 . matrix-casting 
4 . imposition 
5 . mak~ - ove r 
1. tuye rs 
2 . t ympan 
3 . tuf'stay 
4. tr ansfe r pape r 
5. thickener 
l. type form 
2 . galley 
3 . quoin 
4 . copy 
5 . brayor 
1. copper or nicke l 
2 . bras s 
3 . tin or aluminum 
4 . Babbitt metal 
5. German silver 
1 . 
0 
~ . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
1. 
') 
·~ . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
offset pressman 
plate n pressman 
copperpla t e printer 
tip printer 
compositor 
s qnsitive touch and speed 
abi lity to judge distance 
an.d shape 
speed in r e cognition 
mechanic a l ingenuity 
g ood eyesigh t and manual 
dexterity 
:121. 
24 . The chief requirement for 
the pressman in &ddition to 
an eye for co l or is 
25 . The three basic methods of 
printing are letterpress , 
intaglio , and: 
26 . Printing work goes from the 
production man to the com-
positor and proofreader , 
and finally to the: 
27 . The future linotyper shoul d 
take hi g-)1. schoo l sub j ects of 
a colleg e preparatory nature 
with spe cial emphasis on: 
28 . Printers shoul d have an 
espe c ~ally good background 
in: 
29 . The best program of training 
f'or tl-::.e average printe r is: 
30 . In addition to the regular 
apprenticeship training , the 
International Typographical 
Union r equires that appr en-
tice compositors receive 
addi t ional training through: 
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1 . quickness in an emergency 
2 . patience 
3 . mechanical accuracy and 
dexterity 
4 . ... firmness 
5 . d e pth pr e ception 
1. wood cut 
2 . lino leum b l ock 
3 . offset 
4 . sterotype 
5 . electrotype 
~: ,. 1.22 
1. mold maker and s lug caster 
2 . copyhol der and trimrner 
3 . caster and copyholder 
4 . stoneman and f long - rnaker 
5 . stoneman and pi'es.sman 
1 . mechanical drawing and blue-
print reading 
2 . junior busines s training and 
bookkeeping 
3 . phys ic s with special empha s is 
on simple machines 
4 . chemistry, ·rnpecial l y organic 
5 . English g r~~ar and spell ing, 
ptLYlC tuation, and division 
of words 
1. mechanical drawing and 
economics 
2 . commercial art and junior 
business training 
3 . mathematics and English 
grammar 
4 . mathematics and mechanical 
drawing 
5 . co~nercial art and economics 
1 . straight shop experience 
2 . trade s chool training 
3 . colleg e training 
4 . comb ination of t rade school 
and shop training 
5 . combina tion of colle g e and 
shop experien ce 
1 . individu a l tutoring by the 
1 union stewar d 
2 . attendance at union indoc -
trination school 
3 . seeing the moving picture se -
ries: "The Job of the Pr:htra"'! 
4 . completing the union cor-
respondence course 
5 . taking field trips through 
all types of pr inting p~ta 
31 . 
32 . 
34 . 
35 . 
36 . 
. 37. 
38. 
Compar e d to other industrial 
work ers the annual pay of t he 
printer is: 
Altho-ugh the Union requires 
e i ghth grade g r aduation be -
f or e a p e rson may be 
a p p r en tice d a s a linoty pe 
Op~::; r ator , 11 I!10 St authorities 
a g r ee t h at it is desirable 
to g o t h rough t he : 
Tho r e gular appren ticeship 
p e rio d pre~ s cribed by the 
In terna tional Typographical 
Union is: 
The mo s t numerous prin t ing 
e s tab l i sh .• 'Tien t s in the Unite d 
St a t es are the : 
The book printing indus try 
is mo st l y c oncen t rat e d in 
Ne w Yor ~~, C:i:licag o, and: 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5 . 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
1. 
2 . 
7. 
'-' • 
4. 
5 . 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
Print e r -5- ,·.· 1.23 
t he high e st without exception 
amon g t ho hi gh es t in any 
f i e ld 
equ a l to th e averag e 
slightly above the average 
much below the ave rage 
nin th g r a de 
tenth g r ade 
ele v enth grade 
t we lfth gr ade 
jun ior college 
one ye ar 
two yeai'S 
t h r ee ye a rs 
fouT' years 
fiv e y eai'S 
n ewspape rs 
p c rio"lic s.ls 
boo~ pub li s h e :::>s 
g r ee ting c a rd companie s 
wa llpa p e r prin ting c ompanie s 
Bo s ton 
Ph ila dGl phi a 
San F'ranci sco 
Cin cinn a t i 
Ne w Orle ans 
The l e a d ing lithography cente r l. 
at the present time is: 2 . 
Sa n F rancisco 
S t. Louis 
Cl0 v e land 
Which one of t he follo wing 
cla sses of prin t e rs r e -
c e iv e s the b es t salary? 
Printers' wage s a r e highe st 
in tho large citi e s in the : 
3 . 
4 . Philade lphia 
5. lJe w Yor k 
1 • 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
1. 
2. 
7. 
'-' • 
newspape r printers 
b oo k pl'inte rs 
job print ers 
l e t terpre s s or r e lie f print -
ers 
g ravure or intaglio printe rs 
Southe rn state s 
North c en tr al st a tes 
Atlan tic and Pacific se a -
bo a r d st a t e s 
4 . Ne w En g l and sta t e s 
5. Ce ntral st a tes 
39 . The minimwn union hourly wage 
r a te for cylinde r pressmen and 2 . 
compositors ( March 1 , 1948) 
1. 
3 . 
is approximate l y: 4 . 
5 . 
Printe r - 6 -
40 . The percentage of the journey~ 1 . 50 
41. 
42 . 
43 . 
44 . 
45 . 
46 . 
man ' s waee rec e ive d by the 2 . 60 
fourth year appr entice is: 3. 70 
4. 8 0 
From the point of view of the 
v a lue of pro duct s , the 
printing indus try is one of: 
Tho number of tr a ined lino- · 
typ ers in 1942 was approx-
imate ly: 
The numC.or of p e ople emplo ye d 
i n the printing and publi sh-
i ng i ndustry, in the United 
Sta t e s, is b e tween: 
Tho worker whose employment 
opportQnitio s woul d be most 
affe cted by a further in-
crease in the use of 
offse t printing is the: 
Experts predict that the 
futuro Gmplo yment prospects 
fo r print e rs for the next 
thre e or four years is: 
The trend in the printing 
industry today is to ward: 
5 . 90 
1. tho nino g r eatest 
2. mediQm i npor t anco 
3 . little i mportance 
4 . doubtfu l V8luo 
5. cultural value only 
l. 20 , 000 
2 . 40 , 000 
3 . 60 ,000 
4 . 100 , 000 
5 . 200 , 000 
1 . 25 and 50 thousand 
2 . 50 and 100 thousand 
3 .. 1/4 and 1/2 million 
4 . 1/2 and 3 / 4 million 
5. 3/4 and one million 
1 . platen p~essman 
2 . rotary pressman 
3 . stereotyper 
4 . compositor 
5 . stonemt::m 
1. v e ry good 
2 . fair · 
3 . good 
4 . doubtful 
5 . poor 
l . small highly specialized 
shops 
2 . large spe cia lize d 
establishments 
3 . large organizations with 
departmon t s p erforming 
a ll processes 
4 . more general a ll-around 
printers 
5 . mutual and co - operative 
ownership by the unions 
and private capital 
f ~ ... ;. 124 
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47 . Judg ing from the 1940 c ensus l . 3000 to 5000 new workers 
there should be jobs in the 2 . 5000 to 10, 000 now worke rs 
printing in ,iustrJ 6 V CI>y 3 . 11 , 000 to 15 , 000 II II 
year for: 4 . 16 , 000 to 20 , 000 II 11 
48 . All of the fol l owing jobs 
are closely conne cted with 
the work of the compos i t or 
E~{CEP1I1 : 
49 . The jo b i"Jhich ' does not be -
long in the same job fami l y 
vvith the offset pressman is: 
50 . A linotype operator with art 
t a lent may, by taking courses 
in design , prepare for work 
as a: 
51 . The membership of the In-
ternationa l 'rypo graphical 
Union is u ainly made up of: 
52 . All of the following are 
printers ' unions EXCEPT: 
53 . In add ition to de ath bene -
fits the International 
Typog raphical Union gives 
to its members under 
certain conditions : 
5 . 20 , 000 to 30 , 000 II 
l. e lectro type r 
2. ludlow machine operato r 
3 . casting machine operator 
4 . make - up man 
5 . ticket printer 
1 . web pressman 
2 . rotogravure pressman 
3 . copperplate printer 
4 . errbossing press operator 
5 . electrotyper 
l . make - up , lay out man , or 
typo grapher 
2 . ludlow- machine operator 
3 . 
4 . 
k. 
v o 
imposer 
tip printe r 
drum printer 
l . electrot}~ers 
2 . off set pressmen 
3 . compo s itors 
II 
4 . lithographic press operators 
5 . stereotypers 
l . I nternational Photo -
engi•avers ' Union 
2 . International Printing Press -
men and assistants ' Union 
of Nor th America 
3 . The A."?l.alg mna ted Lithog raphers 
of America 
4 . The United Typothetae 
5 . International Allie~ Printing 
Trades Asso ciation 
l . life memberships after 
25 years 
2 . old a ge and disability 
pension 
3 . health insurance 
'1 . cre di t union membership 
5 . dividends on union in- · 
v estments r esulting in 
lower dues 
54 . The larges t printers ' 
is the: 
U..Ylion 
\ 
55 . The portion of printing 
establi shments providing 
such benefits as first 
aid facilities , credit 
unions , and company 
ope rated cafeterias 
incl_udes: 
56 . The worlc of the printer has 
all of the following ad-
vantages EXCEPT: 
57. 
58. 
Compared to other manu~ 
facturing and mechanical 
workers~ the printers ' 
chanc es of being laid off 
because of slack seasons 
are: 
The greatest disadvantage 
to being a printer is: 
59 . As accident risks the 
printers are ra ted by 
the insurance companies: 
l. 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
5 . 
l . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
Printer - 8 -
International Typographical 
Union 
:126 
International Photo -
Engravers ' Union 
Into1,national Ster e otypers 
and El ectrot: p ers' Union 
'l'he Amalgamated Lith ographers 
of An~erica 
International Printing Press-
men and Assistants 1 Union 
of Nor th Ameri ca 
a ll 
many 
few 
some 
none 
l . s tea dines s of emplo ymon t 
2 . usefulness and respect-
ability 
3 . cleanliness 
4 . protection from the weather 
5 . absence of physical strain 
l. 
2 . 
'7.. 
v . 
t± . 
5 . 
1 
_,_. 
2 . 
3 . 
greater 
the same 
smalle r 
much less 
the l eas t 
occasional wo r k ing under 
pressure , constant 
attention to detai l, and 
much noise 
exposure to burns , vibration, 
cramped quarters for work 
sudden temperature changes, 
constant tension, e l e c-
trica l hazards 
oil and gre ase , dampness , 
and cold 
5 . l aclc of much chance of be -
coming a s pectacula r 
success 
1. just below machinists 
2. equal to fa1ners 
3 . equal to lawyers 
4 . just below office workers 
5 . just below policemen 
Printer - 9 -
60 . Many people have the mistaken l . 
be lief that the r;1o ~ t · cor;unon 
arteriosc l erosis and 
alcoholism 
cause of ill health ru:10ng 2 . arthritis and undulant fever 
lead poisoninG and stomach 
ulcers 
printer s is: 3 ~ 
61. The printer 1 s future em-
plo :y-rnent pi'ospects will 
be least influenced by: 
62 . The worker who would be 
most affected by the u s e 
of molded r~bber plates 
as substitutes for metal 
prin ting plates is the: 
63 . The name of the machine 
which Wl'ites the line in 
ordinary character s and 
a l so make s mar k s i n a 
dot code on a sheet of 
paper winch in turn 
automatically activates 
a slug-~asting machine 
by means of photoelectric 
cells is the: 
4 . pneuuonia and cancer 
5 . tuberculosis m1d lead 
poisoning 
l . molded rubber or plastic 
2 . printing plates 
3 . semagraph 
4 . superheated drums for 
drying ink 
5 . te l etypesetting 
l . stereotyper 
2 . stripper 
3 . lithographic pressman 
4 . nonotype key board operator 
5 . photolithographer 
l . linotype 
2 . dictogr aph 
3 . semaphore 
4 . semagl""'aph 
5 . stenotype 
127 
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Name: Trade ; 
-----
worked at t.hls trade~ tt Number of JGa~s y)u hav 
-------------
DIR.l:!:CTIONS: In the spaces provided belo w ploas0 write the ::1aJ1'l'0l2 
of the tools, materials, and ta.slr.:s wh5 . .:;h pertain e;1:plusi ve;y to 
your tre.de,. ---- --- · 
Omit E:;enera.l "-.or~ns, such as screw drivers , which a:r·E· 
common to s ev ral tr des. Avoid especially ter:ns 'iJhich apply to 
two or more of the following trades: ca:::>pcn.t ' r, ele,trlcian,. 
pr :l.nte1~.5l machinist, a.ut mechanic. 
l'fo parti c u l ar n utr>bor of ltemB :i.s oxpeeted. S:i..mply 
suggest as many as is convenient~ 
P/ui'.r I. ~rOOLS 
P_tHl.SO li:Jt h\:Jre , in tho pro'!_)er ~t=>a.CB; t ho namo8 o:L' ·'-.:r.1e 'I'COL3 u · ej 
.exclusivelY.. :tn your t rade . Inc lude f~ucb. th:i.ng s as !:iil:~·c)le mechanisms 
and m~ctin:es, appliance..,, im,_)lemcnt;s, ut'·;Ju~-·1.~1 , in ~.:; t:r'tL-:tsnt s_ and 
a.l:·p-~ratus. EJ:.r\1.~PLj~S: platen pro !:! s srJtX)'chi.ne; plano !J sJ.1unt , slla~1or, 
boaPlng :)uller .. 
. , 
.... . 
which should btJ . 
-------------------
·----------------'--
·----------
-·-------·-- ·--- ---
---·-----~~-·---~-~----- -·-
--- ---·- .. --- -- ---·- ~--· - -----~ ........ 
:n .. :·.: .. cl C('1 .... x1-:: \r ... _ .. (.! ~·~1 V ·L ... 1~ ; .:. · ··· 
~ ·J'!_.,~ :~"\l_Q..~-·~ ___ - . !.·:..._l··· :t ~ _ .. _:~_.: -: "'.!~~-; ... 
.-:. 
P HT II. .c.!ATEH.I1-~.L'3 
Please llst here in the proper apac cho name::.; of !.il~1'L;;H ·,rL::: i..L~c:l 
~xcluDively i.n your trade. Include su .::s"Sanccs, etc. 1 ·:l1. ch e.ro 
wol .. 1ted on 11 changed, sl aped, mixed, procLwcd_, a s serri.b. ed, or · sed 0y 
xorker s in your t rade u 
•rype m=- ta.l, dowel, l ard oil, BX cable , ·: ie;~•:.x.1 vitr .. o . 
a.. av "- I~ :· -=> 1.., ~ -·~'r-1 1"· ~ -~__:::_ _ <''_.; _ ... ·-...=.:...:._ ___ _ 
---------- -·----
____________ ;._ ____ _ 
h.. l";i.;~'T'.i; ·. -.It\LS which sllould )G known by th trainee or 
nG{:-r·~·m· i Jo after th:c-e _. lno.nths 1 tra.l:J.in; ~ 
-------·-----------· 
. , J 
0 " . t~· "' ·. • . .. :--. 
1.29 
PAHT III. T .SE.S On PHOCJ!.: SS~S 
-------·---------------
Please lis t here in t he proper· space the nal1:es of T _ .SEEi perfo!'med 
by the workera in you-,.,. trade . Include p1•oce ·se s :o functio::1s~ opo~.- ac i o~.s .. 
· actions, motlons, or services pe1•formed~ 
EX.IV:J PIES: Setting type, planing wood, grinding valves, cuttin,s 
conduits, lapping .. 
a. The names of 'rAShS OH 
the averaGe layn;.an.< PHOCJ.:;SSJ:o;S which should t0 .kno \•i'l1. 
- -----------·---
-------·- - -
-----· 
-------- ---·---
b~ rrhe names of 'fA:..1hS OH f'IWCJ.;;:_;:.:;J.~S which should be knowr: 
by t_he tx>air!er.; or apprentice afte r.· ,h ree mcn ths' tr~dnin 3 
·-----------------------· ------
______ .,_ _________ _ 
------ ... --·---. .. --.. - -- --
·-- ~ ----· ---- ~-. ·-· - .. . 
,..,i1.., 
, , _J. 
·~-~c.-:_ .·'~L )o .. ·~rt·,fJ.:-:.=-~·, ; . •.)l ... ,J ... :·~ 
:£ .£~~~~-1~::-:._~) ~:~ t• ·~::._2 .. ::__ . ..i--~·; .:.. ~ ~· 
---·-- -- -··----. -- -
·--- ... ------- -- ··--· -----
- --· ·-· · ··- · --.. 
r j, 
'. 
.. . : 
Trade Vocabulary Test 
EXPLANATION: .. 
This is a test of your ability to classify tools, materials, 
and tasks, according to the skilled trade to which they refer. 
DIRECTIONS: 
1. Fill in the information requested on the answer shee t 
(printed in blue). In space l, under "Schoo l," write the name of 
the trade, if any, in which you are specializing. Leave blank the 
space beneath "City," and the spaces for "Scores," and "Part." 
2. READ THE DIRECTIONS ON THE ANSWER SHEET . Classify the 
numbered words according to these directions, using the following 
code: 
l. Auto mechanic. 
2. Carpenter. 
3 . Electrician. 
4. Machinist. 
5. Printer. 
EXAMPLE: 
The firs t word , "alcoho l torch" is a device used by the 
e l ectrician; so space 2 (on the an.swer sheet) shoul d be blackened. 
The second v!ord, " axl e puller,'' is a device used by the auto 
mechanic. Blacken the proper space; then wait for further 
d irections. 
- - - - - - - - - ~ 
Part I. Tools 
l. alcohol torch 
2 . axle puller 
3. automatic screw machine 
4. M M arbor 
5. back saw 
6. belt sander 
7. Ben 
8 . bench hook 
9 . bodkin 
10. Bozzen 
ll. brad awl 
12. butt chisel 
13. camshaft bushing driver 
. 
14. camber guage 
15. carburetor wrench 
16. Ca slon 
17. c enter drill 
18. chase 
19. combination square and 
center head 
20. composing stick 
21. compression guage 
22. coil winder 
23. come along 
24. coping saw 
25. creeper 
26. cylinder hone 
27. cylinder press 
28. doweling jig 
29. draw lmife 
30. electrotype 
131. 
1.32 
l. Auto mechanic 2 . C-'lrp<3nter 3. El ectrician 4, lf,~chinist 5. Print er page 2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------60. pyromet er ther mocouples 
31 . em 61. quad 
32 . font 62. quoin 
33 . fountain 63. ring compressor 
34 . frequency meter 64. router 
35. ga lley 65 . sine bar 
36 . gasket cutter 66 . Skil saw 
37. gi mlet 67. slug 
38. gouge 68. smoothing plane 
39 . hand scraper 69. snake 
40 . hell box 70. spoke s have 
41. hickey 71 . ster drill 
42 . hydraulic bender 72 . steel squar e 
43. i gnition fil e 73. steel tube bender 
44. ink kni:Ce 71+ . stereotypes 
45. king pin r eamer 75. stud remov er 
46. l ead cutter 76. surface gauge 
47. light met er 77. surface plate 
48. line gauge 78 . t es t l amp 
79. thread micrometer 
49. linotype machine 80 . t ool holder 
50. machine key 81 . tool maker's button 
82 . t orque wrench 
51 . lathe mandrel 83 . trammel points 
52 . marking gauge 84. try-square 
53. mas t er. J ohansson blocks 85. type-high gauge 
86. verni er hei ght gauge 
54. miter box 87 . thr ead v ernier 
55 • monotype 88 . watt-hour me t er 
89 . W·.-:ldge- on tool 
90 . r.'heatstone bridge 
56 . motor analyzer 
57. numbering ma china 91. i.':li ggenton t es t er 
58 . paper cutter 92 . wrist pin hone 
59. planing mallet 
l. Auto mechanic 2.C:..:rpenter 3. Electrician 4 . J·:ac hi nist 5. Printer 
Part II , Ma torials or Te r ms . 
pae;e 3 
93 . alcoho l ·- 121 . dri l l rod 
94 . batten 1 22 . ornery dus t 
95 . bo l t hooks 123 . EMT couplings 
96 . " bond '' 124 . f an be lt 
9 7. brass rule 1 25 . f l ashi ng 
98 . brass stock 126 . flushing compound 
99 . brochure 12 7 . folio 
100 . mangan ese bronze 1 28 . for g ings 
101 . bus bar 1 29 . front axle 
102 . ca se h a r dening compound 130 . ga s ke t cement 
103 . c asoin g lue 1 31 . t;utte r 
l 0 4c cast j_ron 132 . harmonic balanc e r 
105 . c e iline joist 133 . hex stee l{ 
106 . circu it breaker 134 . hydraulic fluid 
107 . c lutch pe dal 1 35 . incandesc en t 
108 . combina tion hal f t one 136 . i nside finish 
109 . compensator 137 . ii'on c as tine; s 
110 . conne cting rod s 138 . j oul G 
111 . c opper p l ate 139 . junc tion box 
112 . corruga t od fas t enurs 1 40 . l app i ng compound 
113 . cotte r p i ns 1 41. condule t 
114 . - coulomb 142 . link fuse 
115 . crank case loom 
116 . current transforme r 1 44 . l owe r c ase 
11 7 . deckl ·3 S 1 45 . m~;.e;ne s i u..111 
118 . dou b l e po l e kni fe switch 1 46 . malleab l e castings 
119 . dirty proof 1 47 . manifold 
120 . dri e rs 1 48 . Iiias oni te 
1.33 . 
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1.Auto mo cho.n i c 2 . Carixmto:c 3 . :Sl.:; ct:c·icio.n 4 . 1':Iach:Lnist 5 . Print or 
149 . matched stoc k 174 . sheet l"'ock 
150. matr ix 1 75 . soc k e t s , brass 
151. mone l me t a l 176 . solderle s s connectors 
152 . muff l e r 177. so luble oil 
153 . o~; ee 178 . spreaders 
l !::i4 . onions)dn 179 . stag i ng brackets 
155 . out l e t plate 180. strut 
156 . padding c ompound 181. s tudding 
157 . ~inion g ear 1 82 . switch boxes 
158 . • + p l SwOD 183 . synchromesh unit 
159 . :Press board 1 84 . tie beams 
1 60 . pur l in 185 . caroon tool stee l 
1 61. rafter 186 . transmission 
1 62 . recept8.c le s 18 7. tungs ten car bide 
1 63 . r esistivity 188 . tungsten lainp 
1 6 4 . ring gear 189 . tympan sheet 
1 65 . re l ay h e aters 190 . type metal 
1 66 . Romex 191. upper case 
167 . rubbe r b l anlce t 1 92 . Vapor in 
168 . S . and C. venee r s 
169 . show ' c ard 194 . vJater pump 
170 . side head 195 . window casing 
171. si ll 196 . woodcut 
172 . siding 
173 . shock absorber fluid 
• 
Par t III . Tas ks or Processes 
197. adjust backlash 
200 . bend conduit 
198 . adjus t toe -in 
201. bevel ge ar cuttin g 
199 . assembl e f luorescent fixture 
202 . b r oaching 
1.35 
l . Auto ffi )Ch c..nic 2 . Cal'"'l:JC·nt ni' 3 . EL;ctricio.n 1 . f'!Iach1nist 5 . Print cr 
---------- ----------- -- --- -- --- -------·R--- -- -- ----- -- ----- -- ---- ----
203 . chanc e wiper blae.e 232 . flush radiator 
204 . chi pping 233 . frame studs & joi 2ts 
205 . chi se l ing metal 234 . grind valves 
206 . chuc k ing 235 . heat treating 
207 . c l apboardlng 236 . hobbing 
208. clean ing spark plugs 237 . inside taper bo~ ing 
209 . ~crape carbon 238 . install ignition coi l 
210 . collating 239 . install switchboard 
211. cornpo s in.~ 2 1±0 . i nter l ay 
212 . conr1e ct rl1eostat 241 . i nternal grinding 
213 . connec.t motor 242 . joc;g ing 
214 . cros scut ting to line 243 . jointing 
215 . cut BX cab le 24L1 . just ifying 
216 . cut c ams 245 . knob milling 
217 . cut cornices 246 . lUlU:!:' ling 
218 . cuttin G s lug s 247. knob and tube 
219 . dado i ng 248 . l athing 
220 . die mo.ldng 249 . l ay f l oo r 
221 . d iffe r enti a l indexing 250 . l ay- out stringers and rafters 
222 . dis ass emb l e engine 251 . Ludlo w casting 
223 . distribution 252 . make extension cord 
224 . dovetail 253 . ma ke - ready 
225 . draw filing 254 . making up 
22 6 . erect interior trim 255 . motor tune - up 
22 7. fabric ates strap hangers ~56 . overhaul differentia l 
228 . .facing 257 . over - run 
229 . fisrJ.inG ~ 258 . paralle l ing generators 
230 . fit wrist pins 259 . perforating 
231. fix f l ats 260 . " p l wnbing " 
' 
1.36 
l . Auto mochs.ni c 2 . Carpcntcr 3 . El i.: Ctric::. n.n ~±. Mach:"Lnis t 5 . Print or 
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261. po l ar i ze 281 . run fo l ding :nachine 
262 . po s it i oning 28 2 . " scoring i' 
263 . " pul l i n" wires 283 . set tappets 
264 . pu ll proof 284 . set type 
265 . Quenching 285 . shoulder turn i ng 
266 . rabbe ting 286 . s l otting 
267 . r ebui l d fuel pump 28 7 . ~rstet" 
268 . re - bushing front end 288 . swing sawing 
269 . " rectifyn . 289 . tabular work 
2 70 . registering 290 . tap j1.mction boxes 
2 71. r emov e cylinder head 291. t empe ring 
2 72 . r epair l amp cords 292 . te~t with a me gger 
273 . r e pl ace ba tteries for bells 293 . thread conduit 
2 74 . r eplace: sash cords 294 . " tie in" 
275 . r epla c e poin t s 295 . tigh t en chass is nuts 
276 . r e - wind arms.t ur e 29 6 . t iming engines 
277 . ring out a cir cui t 297 . toe nai l ing 
278 . rivet brake sho e s 298 . unde r l ay 
2 79 . rip sawing 299 . tying up forms 
280 . run cutting machine 300 . wind stator 
:' 
• 
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TRADE I NFORMATI ON TEST 
This is a test of ynur general information about se lected t r·ades. 
Place your answers on the sect ion of the answer shee t mar ked 
TRADE INFORMATION TEST. 
Each of the incomplete statements be l ow is followe d by five 
poss i ble answers. Select the one which i s co rre c t or definitely 
bet ter t h an any of t he others. Then on the answer shee t find the 
se t of letters whose number i s t h e sarne as t h e que stion you are 
an swering . Encircle the l etter repre s enting the correct ans we r. 
If you s kip any questions, be sure to skip t h e corresponding ans wer s 
on the answe r sheet . If you change your mi n d , erase your first 
answer completely. 
Exampl e : l. A man who assembles a. a ste am f i tter 
an d in s tall s pipe s b. a shee t metal worker 
and sinlc s is : c 0 a p lumbe r 
d . a pipe r 
e. a pumpman 
The correct answer is p l umber; so "c " would be encircled on the 
answer sheet . 
A. The Auto Me chanic 
1. A work e r whos e princip a l 
job is to examine "aut omob ile s 
dr i ven i nto the garage by 
customers" and determine "the 
nee d and cost of repairs " i s 
usv.ally called: 
The wrench which will 
probably do t he l east h arm 
to t h e corn er s of a nut is: 
a. mechanical i nspector 
b. automobi l e i ns pec t or 
c . r e c l amation foreman 
d. automotive eng inee r 
e. automobi l e servic e s a l e sma n 
a. an 
bo an 
c 0 an 
d . a 
e. a 
ad justable 
a llig a tor 
op en end 
soc ket 
nvi se-gr ipn 
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3o The task customarily per -
formed by the auto body 
man is: 
4 o A gear Ul'li t which allows one 
re ar wheel to revolve faster 
than the other when the 
vehi c le turns a corner is 
calle d a: 
5 o The least s pec ialized wor k 
is t hat of the: 
6o The apprentice auto me chani c 
woul d have the LEAST use fo r 
train ing in the repair of: 
7o The auto me chanic would have 
ne ed for all of the fo llowi ng 
mat hematical concepts 
EXCEPT: 
Bo The job which is mos t c l ose l y 
related to that of the auto 
mechanic is : 
9 o The type of automobile 
establis'r.unent in · which most 
of' the auto mech'anics work 
is the : 
ao grinding valves 
bo adjusting brakes 
Co shapin g replacement parts 
on an eneine lathe 
do welding breaks in body metal 
eo installing ele ctrical 
necess ities 
a o hypoid 
bo transfer c ase 
Co prope ller shaft 
d~ diffe rent ial 
eo p l anetary transmission 
ao carbure tor man (II) 
b o automotive electrician 
Co moto r adjuster 
do automob i le mechanic 
e . body and f ende r worker 
ao brakes , rear axles, steering 
gears 
be internal combustion engi nes 
:1.38 
Co lights , ele ctrical acces sories~ 
and ignition 
d~ starting mo tor s and g enerators 
eo gear generators 
ao gradient s 
b o geometry of the steering wheel 
Co electrical measurement s 
do gear ratio s 
eo dec i mal fra c tions 
ao radar mechani c 
be Diesel mechanic 
Co machine spec iali st 
do layout man 
eo watch machinist 
ao brake and radiator repair shops 
bo general re pair shops and 
dealers ' servic e 
Co battery and i gnition repair 
shops 
d~ auto top and body re pair shops 
e. paint shop p lus wh ee l, axle, 
and spring re pair shops 
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Bo The Carpenter 
lOo A worker who makes hlgh~grade 
wooden articles such as fur-
niture, off ice equipment , 
and store fixtures by cutting, 
shaping and assembling parts, 
u sin13 hand and machine wood-
working too l s is called: 
llo A machine equipped with a 
horizontal rotary cutter for 
planing surfaces and squar ing 
edge s of lumber i s called a~ 
l2 o a 11 dado 11 is a : 
l3o A dorme r in a building is: 
l4o It is necessary for the 
carpenter t o have especially 
strong: 
l 5 o I f a person is unab l e to 
secu re an apprenticeship 
and s till want s to learn 
carpentry, he may do it by 
obtaini n g a job as an un-
s kil led he l per: 
l 6 o The carpenter woul d have the 
l east use for training in 
how to : 
l?o The worker whose job is most 
different from that of the 
cons t r uction carpenter i s 
the: 
ao wood patternmaker 
bo mode l make r 
Co cabinetmaker 
do shop carpenter 
eo fin i sh carpenter 
ao mi ller 
b o shaper 
c<. mo lder 
d. jointer 
eo sander 
a. joint 
bo jury rig 
Co metal fastener with threads 
do cupboard 
e. cupola 
ao on the roof 
bo in the cellar 
Co n ear the floor 
d. ove r a door 
e o ne ar t he chimney 
ao shoulders and l e g s 
bo hands and back 
Co back and shoulders 
do arms and leg s 
e . hands and feet 
a o in a furniture f ac tory 
bo i n a lumber yard 
Co to a route r operator in a 
l t11nber mill 
do with a non-union contractor 
eo with a roofer 
a. read b lueprin t s 
bo judge quality and strength 
of materials 
c. sharpen and care for edge 
too ls 
d . operate surveying i nstruments 
e . estimate co s t s and materials 
ao finish carpenter 
b . rough carpenter 
c . shop carpenter 
d. universal-woo d- work i ng 
machine operator 
e. form bui l de r 
l 8o The carpenter is apt to 
do most of his work: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
in partly finished buildings 
in workshops and factories 
out-of-doors 
indoors 
in lofts 
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C. The Electrician 
1 9 . The process of installing 
conduits or pipes before the 
walls and floors of a new 
construction are completed 
i s called by the electrician: 
20 . An elec trical testing device 
us ed to locate short circuits 
on small and medium sized 
armatures is called the: 
21. Af ter the plasterers and car-
penters have completely 
finished constructing a house, 
the elec tricians return to: 
22 . Knob and tube wiring uses 
rubber cove red wire and 
i nsulators made of: 
23 . Whe n app l y ing for a license~ 
the j ourneyman electrician 
i s tes ted on his knowledge 
of trade pract ices , funda- · 
mental electrical laws and : 
24 o During the first year the 
a ppren tice electrician must: 
25 . I n order to improve the 
training of apprentice 
electricians many local 
unions h ave provi ded 
supp l ementary training in: 
a. pulling t hrough 
b. fi guring on a job 
c. elementary installation 
d. roughing in 
e. semi-finishing 
a. electroscope 
b. relay 
c. bus-bar 
d. growler 
e. trouble detector 
a. install outlet boxes 
b. pull wires through · 
c. install conduit 
d. connect cable to boxes 
e. install switch boxes 
a. rubber 
b. leather 
c. pressed paper 
d. porcelain 
e. impreg -wood 
a. training standards 
b. the Code 
c. F E Merger 
do NoEoAo 
e. voluntary arbitration 
a o s pend three quarters of every 
work day in school 
b. serve as a helper to a 
journeyman 
c. work wi thout any wages 
d. accept complete responsibility 
for the quality of the work 
he does 
e. complete two correspondence 
courses 
a. all of the related building 
b. local public trade-schools 
c. correspondence courses 
d . comp any operated schools 
e. coop erative schools where in 
apprentices teach each other 
26o The job most closely related 
to the electrical wireman 1 s 
is ~ 
27o The place of work of most 
electrical wiremen is: 
ao stage electrician 
bo circus electrician 
Co building maintenance 
electrician 
do radio repairman 
eo annature winder 
ao factories, workshopsj and 
stores 
bo workshops, fireproof buildings 9 
and garages 
Co dwelling houses, and apartment 
houses, and comrnercial 
buildings 
do out of doors, or in power plants 
Go factories, radio stations, and 
telephone offices 
Co The Machinist 
28o A machinist is a worker 
who: 
29o The machine you would be 
least likely to find in a 
machine shop is the: 
30o When p ieces of metal which 
are to be machined are ro-
tated against cutting tools 
in a lathe, the process is 
called: 
3lo The bearing metal containing 
~ntimony, tin, copper, and 
lead is: 
32o The work of the machinist 
requires that he follow 
measurements to within as 
little as the thiclmess of: 
ao designs machinery 
bo operates engines 
Co maintains steam driven 
equipment 
do adjusts machinery 
eo shapes machinery parts from 
metal stock 
ao drill press 
bo grinder 
c. shaper 
do milling machine 
eo rotary lathe 
ao milling 
bo shaping 
Co turning 
do lapping 
eo grinding 
ao molybdenum 
bo brass 
Co Babbitt 
do lead 
eo monel 
ao a sheet of heavy cardboard 
bo half the diameter of a 
human hair 
Co a dollar bill 
do half of a paper clip 
eo a dime 
e 33o The apprentice machinist should know all of the 
following subjects EXCEPT: 
34o In addition to machine shop 
practice the future machinist 
ought to study: 
35o The job to which the machinist 
is most likely to be promoted 
is that of the: 
36o The majority of machinists 
are employed in: 
ao 
bo 
Co 
do 
eo 
ao 
b. 
maintenance of machine tools 
use of chucks and fixtures 
use of precision measuring 
devices 
laying out stock and de-
termining work procedures 
pipe and injection systems 
manual training and economics 
junior business training and 
bookkeeping 
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Co 
do 
mechanical drawing and economics 
s h op mathematics and blue-
eo 
ao 
b. 
Co 
d. 
e. 
print reading 
solid g eometry and calculus 
pipe cutter 
machine operator or machine 
fixer 
broaching-machine operator 
tool and die maker 
turret lathe operator 
a. metal shops 
b. metal repair shops 
c. "job shops 11 
d. "production shops" 
e. s pecialty shops 
D. The Printer 
37. The worke r who sets type 
by hand and .assembles the 
advertisements is called 
the: 
3 8 o The press which prints by 
closine; up its jaws, with 
the type form on one jaw and 
the sheet of paper on the 
other is called the: 
39. The worker who takes page 
"forms" from the makeups 
and lays them out on large, 
hard~surfaced tables and 
locks them for t he press 
is cal led the: 
ao 
bo 
Co 
do 
e. 
a., 
bo 
Co 
do 
eo 
ao 
bo 
Co 
do 
e. 
proof-press man 
imposer 
assembler 
compositor 
stick man 
c ylinde r press 
rotary press 
platen press 
rotogravure press 
g alley press 
layout man 
offset-press man 
production engineer 
electrotyper 
stoneman 
40o A shee t of heavy paper 9 
cloth, or other material 
drawn tightly over t'J.e press 
surface on which the paper 
res ts as it is beir-g printed 
i s called : 
4lo The chie f requirement for 
the pressman in addition to 
an eye for color is : 
42o The best program of training 
for the a verag e pr inter i s : 
43o Printer s should have an 
e specially good background in: 
44o A linotype operator with art 
talent ma y , by taking courses 
in des i gn, prepare for work 
as a ~ 
45o The book pr inting indu stry 
i s mostl y concentrated in 
New Yor k , Chicago , and : 
ao tuyers 
bo tympan 
Co tufstay 
do transfer paper 
e . thickener 
a. quickness in an emergency 
b. patience 
c. mechanical accuracy and 
dexterity 
d. firmne ss 
e. depth perception 
a . straight shop experience 
b . trade school training 
c. colle ge training 
d. combination of trade school 
and shop training 
e . combination of colleg e and 
shop experience 
a. me chanical drawing and 
eco.nomics 
b. cormne rcial art and junior 
business training 
c. mathematics and English 
g rarmnar 
d. mathematics and mechanical 
drawing 
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e. commercial art and economics 
a. make -up, layout man, or 
typographer 
b. ludlow-machine operator 
c. i mposer 
d. tip printer 
e. drum printer 
a. Boston 
b. Philadelphia 
c. San Francisco 
do Atlanta 
e. Springfield 
TRADE VOCABULARY TEST 
by 
Hardy Lo Wahlg~en 
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This is a test of your ability to classify trade terms according 
to the trade to which they are related. 
Place your answers on the section of the answer sheet marked 
TRADE VOCABULARY TEST . 
Immediately below and also at the top of each of the follov.ring 
pages there are listed five trades ~ 
a o Auto Mechanic, Co Carpenter , e G Electrician, mo Machinist , 
P o Printer. · 
You are to tell to which of the above trades the following words are 
related . 
Select the trade to which the word relates. Then on the answe r 
sheet find the set of letters whose number is the same as the questi on 
you are answering o Encircle the letter re presenting the correct 
answer o 
Example: Suppose the words were 
lo Watt - hour meter 
2 . smoothing plane 
3. front axle 
Watt-hour meter is used by the electrician : The letter in f r ont of 
electrician is "e", so the letter "e" would be encircled on the 
answer sheeto "Smoothing plane" is used by the carpenter so the 
letter "c" would be encircled on the answer sheeto Front axle relates 
to the work of the auto mechanic ' so the letter "a" would be 
encircledo 
State Teachers College 
Geneseo, New York 
.. 
• 
a. Auto Mechanic, c. Carpenter, ee Elec trician , m. Machinist 
p. Printer 
Ae TOOLS 
(Questions 1 - 20) 
1. camber gauge 
2. center drill 
3. chase 
4. compression gauge 
5. creeper 
6. draw knife 
7 . lathe mandre l 
8 . lead cutter 
9 . miter box 
10. M M arbor 
11. quad 
12. quoin 
13. router 
14. snals:e 
15. s poke shave 
16 . star drill 
17. stee l tube bender 
18 . surface gauge 
1 9 . te st set 
20. wrist pin hone 
B c. l.VTA TERIALS 
(Questions 21 - 45) 
21. bus bar 
22 . connecting rods 
23. corrugated fasteners 
24 . cotter p ins 
25. dirty proof 
26. driers 
27. emery dust 
28. gaske t cement 
29 . hex stock 
30 . iron casting s 
31 . junction box 
32. manganese bronze 
33 . monel me tal 
34. rafter 
35. relay heaters 
36 . Romex 
37. siding 
38 . solderless connectors 
3 9 . staging brackets 
40. tie beams 
41 • . transmission 
42. t yrnpan sheet 
43. type metal 
44. upper case 
45. water pwnp 
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a~ Auto Mechanic, c. Carpenter, e. Electrician, m. Machinist 
p ~ Printer 
C. TASKS AND EXPRESSIONS 
(Questions 46 - 100) 
46. adjust backlash 
47 . adjust toe-in 
48. bend conduit 
49. bevel gear cutting 
50. chang e wiper blade 
51. "chipping" 
52. chiseling metal 
53. "chucking" 
54. composing 
55. cutting cornices 
56 . connect rheostat 
57. cross cutting to line 
58. cut BX cabl e 
59 . cutting cams 
60 . cutting slugs 
61 . dadoing 
62 . die making 
63 . dovetail 
64. erect interior tr im 
65. 11 fishing" 
66. framing stud s and jo ists 
67. grind valves 
68. heat treating 
69. inside taper turning 
4t 70. internal grinding 
71. jogg ing 
72. j ointing 
73. justify ing 
74. knob milling 
75. knurling 
76 . Ludlow casting 
77. make-ready 
78. making up 
79. overhaul differential 
80 . paralleling generators 
81. "pull in" wires 
82. scoring 
83. rabbeting 
84. re-bushing front end 
85. replace sash cords 
86. replace points 
87. re-wind armature 
88. ring out a circuit 
89. "ripping" 
90. rivet brake shoe 
91. run folding machine 
92. set tappets 
93. scrape carbon 
94 . tap jun ction boxes 
95 . test with a megger 
96. toe nailing 
97. thread conduit 
98 . tying up forms 
99. perforating 
100. "timing" eng ines 
t46 
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KEY TO TRADE INFORMATION TEST 
1. - e 23. - b 
2. - d 24. - b 
3. - d 25. - b 
4. 
-
d 26. - c 
5. - d 27. - c 
6. 
-
e 28. 
-
e 
7. - a 29. - e 
8. 
- b 30. - c 
9. - b 31. - c 
10. 
-
c 32. - b 
11. 
-
d 33. - e 
12. - a 34. - d 
13. - a 35. - d 
14. 
- b 36. - d 
15. 
-
d 37. 
-
d 
16. 
-
d 38. 
-
c 
17. 
-
d 39. - e 
18. - c 40. - b 
19. 
-
d 41. - c 
20. 
-
d 42. - d 
21. - b 43. - c 
22. 
-
d 44. 
-
a 
45. - a. 
1.4 
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KEY TO TRADE VOCABULARY TEST 
-
PART A PART B PART C(continued) 
1. - a 21.. - e 41. - a 60. - p 80. - e 
2. - m 22. - a 42. - p 61. - c 81. - e 
3. - p 23. - c 43. - p 62. - m 82. - p 
4. - a 24. - a 44. - p 63. - c 83. - c 
5. - a 25. - p 45. - a 64. - c 84. - a 
6. - c 26. p PART C 65. - e 85. - c 
7. - m 27. - m 46. - a 66. - c 86. - a 
8. - p 28. - a 47. - a 67. - a 87. - e 
9. - c 29. - m 48. - e 68. - m 88. - e 
1.0. 
- m 30. - m 49. - m 69. - m 89. - c 
11. - p 31. - e 50. - a 70. - m 90. - a 
12. - p 32. - m 51. - m 71. - p 91. - p 
13. - c 33. - m 52. - m 72. - c 92. - a 
14. 
-
e 34. - c 53. - m 73. - p 93. - a 
15. - c 35. - e 54. - p 74. - m 94. - e 
16. - e 36. - e 55. - c 75. - m 95. - e 
17. - e 37. - c 56. - e 76. - p 96. - c 
18. - m 38. - e 57. - c 77. - p 97. - e 
19. - e 39. - c 58. - e 78. - p 98. - p 
20. - a 40. - c 59. - m 79. - a 99. - p 
100. 
-
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The problem or this research was to determine whether or 
not the word association technique was a valid means or measur-
ing occupational inrormation. This, it was indicated, required 
the rollowing steps: 
1. The construction or (a) a word-association-type test 
or ability to associate trade terms with the appro-
priate trade and (b) a trade inror.mation test. 
2. The administration or both or these tests to a trade 
school and a general high school group in order to 
(a) investigate the reliability and validity or both 
tests and (b) determine whether the scores on the 
Trade Vocabulary Test correlated with scores on the 
Trade Inrormation Test well enough to validate the 
former as a test of occupational inror.mation. 
3. The administration or a test or mental ability to 
the same groups which took the Trade Vocabulary Test 
and Trade Inrormation Test in order to rind out 
whether the scores on either or both or the latter 
two were significantly related to mental ability. 
Arter derining the terms, the area to be investigated 
was delimited to include one occupation group--the Machine 
Trades and Crafts group, classified in Entry Occupational 
Classirication, Part IV, Dictionary of Occupational Titles as 
4-X Mechanical Work, and rererred to ror brevity's sake in this 
study as the "trade group." It was assumed that the proposed 
derinition or occupational inrormation would sufrice for this 
study and that this type of inforrnation was capable of measure-
ment by the method proposed. 
The basic hypothesis was that there is a valid relation-
ship between ability to associate trade terms to the appropri-
ate trades and occupational information about that trade, and 
that this relationship was more significant than the relation-
ship between either of these qualities and intelligence. The 
plan for testing this hypothesis was presented. 
The problem was suggested by Sullivan's General Assoc-
iation Test and by the need for tests of occupational informa-
tion encountered in the literature on the topic and reported 
herein. The need for the type of test toward which this in-
vestigation was aimed was alleged to exist in research in 
teaching occupational information, vocational counseling, and 
as an inventory test preliminary to teaching occupational in-
formation for purposes of vocational guidance or for general 
culture. 
The tests were constructed, and refined, and validated 
simultaneously. The Trade Vocabulary Test items were obtained 
by sending questionnaires to experts in the trade concerned. 
The Trade Information Test items were obtained from vocational 
monographs, job analyses, and employment interviews. The items 
for both tests were item-analyzed by selecting only those which 
discriminated significantly in favor of the trade school group 
when compared to the general high school group. Because of the 
method of selecting items both tests were alleged to have 
statistical validity. 
Both tests were administered along with a test o~ mental 
ability to the same types o~ population as were used ~or item 
analysis--a trade school group and a general high school group, 
both eleventh grade. 
The data were analyzed to show the reliability, the 
range, means, and standard deviations. The signi~icance o~ the 
dif~erence of the means were reported as were the correlations 
(which were corrected ~or attenuation). The correlations were 
tested ~or signi~icance by comparing them to their P.E.•s, by 
the null hypothesis, and their coe~~icients o~ ~orecasting 
ef~iciency were determined. 
The reliability by the Spearman-Brown ~ormula on 165 
eleventh grade general high school students was .733 ~or the 
Trade I~ormation Test and .953 ~or the Trade Vocabulary Test. 
The di~ference o~ the means o~ the trade school and gen-
eral high school groups, tested by the null hypothesis, were 
~ound to be signi~icant at the .05 level o~ con~idence with 254 
degrees o~ ~reedom for both of the above mentioned tests. 
The correlation o~ the Trade Vocabulary Test with the 
~ 
Trade Information Test was .676-.029 on the general high school 
group; corrected ~or attenuation this correlation rose to .809. 
The correlation o~ the Trade Vocabulary Test with mental abil-
+ 
ity was .252-.012; and the correlation or the Trade Information 
~ 
Test with mental ability was .232-.050, both on the general 
high school population. Tested by the null hypothesis at the 
.05 level of confidence with 163 degrees of freedom these cor-
relations were all found to be significant. 
However, when the coefficients of forecasting efficienc 
for the general high school group were compared, the Trade Vo-
cabulary Test was seen to be capable of predicting scores on 
the Trade Information Test 24 per cent more efficiently than 
it predicted scores on the test of mental ability. This su-
periority o:f predictive efficiency, which was greater among 
the general high school population than among the trade school 
students, is great enough to suggest that, within the limits 
of the data, the word association technique (as tested by the 
Trade Vocabulary Test) is a valid measure of occupational in-
formation (as tested by the Trade Information Test). 
